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The Newsletter ofthe Monterey Bay Chapter ofACS
AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIETY - MONTEREY BAY CHAPTER
Monthly meeting at HOPKINS MARINE STATION. Lecture Hall. Boatworks Building
(Across from the American Tin Cannery Outlet Stores)
Date: Thursday, January 31st, 2002
Time: 7:30 p.m.
Speaker: Dr. Rod Hobbs, National Marine Mammal
Laboratory, National Marine Fisheries Service, Seattle, WA
Title: Beluga Whales ofCook Inlet, Alaska: recent research and
conservation issues.
During the 1990's the beluga population ofCook Inlet declined from over 600 to fewer than 400
whales. Recently, with a moratorium on subsistence hunting, this declining trend appears to have
been arrested and the population is now showing signs of recovery. In 1993 the National Marine
Fisheries Service began a research program to determine the size of this population and define its
range. Using techniques ofaerial survey, tagging of individual whales and genetic stock
identification, we are beginning to understand the relationship between this population and its
habitat in Cook Inlet Dr. Hobbs will present recent research on these beluga and discuss the
causes of the decline and the potential for recovery of this isolated population.
Dr. Hobbs is part of the current Gray Whale research team counting southbound animals at the
Granite Canyon Laboratory. south ofCanneJ. He received his Ph.D. from U.C. Davis and is trained
as a population biologist.
Please join us for an interesting presentation on this beautiful and beleaguered member ofthe
cetacean family.
NOTE: Refreshments will be served at 1 PM.
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Scientific Adyisory Committee
During the last several winters the peak ofthe southward gray whale
migration has occurred in the third week ofJanuary, so we hope our trip
coincides with go04 numbers ofgray whales observed. In addition to gray
whales, we hope to observe common dolphin and perhaps even killer
whales.
The 2002 Edition of the Monterey Bay ACS Gray Whale Cruise fundraiser
has been set for January 20. 2002, from 7:30AM to 10:OOAM with Monterey
Bay Whalewatch leaving from Sam's Sportfishing on Fisherman's Wharf
onboard the 70 foot Sea Wolf II. The Sea WolfII has recently been
renovated including two new engines, a new generator and a brand new
paint job. The boat runs and looks terrific. The trip will be led by expert
seabird and cetacean naturalists, Captain Richard Temullo, Nancy Black and
Alan Baldridge. For reservations ple2lse contact Sally Eastham at 372-
6919.
ACS Monterey Chapter Gray Whale Cruise
set for January 20th, 2002
cYrum the ~tur. .. '0unp ef20renz
DISTRIBUfION AND MIGRATION OF THE PAcmC GRAY WHALE
Gray whales inhabit shallow coastal waters ofthe eastern North Pacific. The gray whale
makes one ofthe longest ofall mammalian migrations, averaging 10,000-14.000 miles
(16,000-22.530 Ian) round trip. In October. the whales begin to leave their feeding grounds
in the Bering and Chukchi Seas and head south for their mating and c:alving lagoons in Baja
California. Mexico. The southward journey takes 2-3 months. The whales remain in the
lagoons for 2-3 months, allowing the calves tb build up a thick layer of blubber to sustain
them during the northward migration and keep them wann in the colder waters. The return
trip north takes another 2-3 months. Mothers and calves travel very near shore on the
northbound migration. There are some individual gray whales that are found year round in
the Straits ofJuan de Fuca between the State ofWashington and Vancouver Island, Canada
and possibly off the central California coast.
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NATURAL HISTORY
A migrating gray whale has a predictable breathing pattern, generally blowing 3-5 times in
15-30 second intervals before raising its fluke and submerging for 3-5 minutes. A gray whale
can stay submerged up to 1S minutes, and travel at 3-6 miles per hour (4.8-9.6 lcmIbr). Mothers are very protective of their calves, and
earned the name "Devilfish" from early whalers in the lagoons because of their violent defensive behaviors. Orcas (killer whales) are a
cause ofgray whale deaths, and many gray whales have orca teeth scars on their flukes.
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ACS Sightings 11-12/01
Compiled by Richard Temullo
The gray migration will begin in December and reach a peak in the second week ofJanu.ary. The
best opportunities to view these whales are from a boat, but excellent observations can be made
from shore along Hwy 1 from Pt. Lobos south. By the first or second week of February the first
northbounder may be recorded.
There are two additions to the list of 33 known marine mammal species recorded in Monterey
Bay. Unfortunately I do not have specifics but may include them at a later date. They an:
Perrin's Beaked Whale (a whoUy new species named after William Perrin) and Peruvian Beaked
Whale confirmed by DNA analysis. The list now stands at 35, about 40% of the known marine
mammals in the world.
Date #of Location Obs.
animals
-- 'WIIAIII'
tll23 2 10 mi SW Santa Cruz MBWW
11125 1 6 mi SSW Moss Landine MBWW
1216 1 2 mi W Seal Rocks WW
12/18 2 1 mi W Moss Landina SM
12122 2 At Pt. Pinos Buov NL
12124 2 2 mi W Cwress Pt. lIN
Un r IPD-WU" r IP
12/6 5 .5 mi W Cvoress Pt. WW
12/8 2 1.5 m W Seal Rocks DF
12118 3 2 mi NW Pt. Pinos MBWW
r A5ln Anti nthpr fPmAI,. tvnpc
DllI.c:n'c~........~.
12/8 SOO 1.5 mi NW PI. Lobos DL
Associated with 100 PACIFIC WHITE-SIDED DOLPHIN and 200 NORTHERN RIGHT WHALE
nnJrnn1Y
12115 20 I mi W Cvnress Pt. DL
12/16 700 .5 mi N Pt. Lobos MBWW
• with '00 T ....~.~ - ,ft....rftDTU
12/18 200 1mi N Pt. Lobos MBWW
A . with-~nn I .~ -_ ..~- ~r~
12119 10 .5 mi N Lover's Pt. WW
12/22 18 .5 mi N Lover's Pt. MBWW
12124 500 2 mi W Cvnress Pt. JW
.
• with ?Ain'" _cmll'nn-· .......
12126 10 Cannel Bav NL
12/26 20 2.5 mi N Lover's Pt. MBWW
12127 300 .S mi N Pt Lobos RA
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Associated with 100 Long-Beaked Common Dolphin.
12128 20 1.5 mi S Cypress Pt. MPAS
- -~rnl7.n 'Dn, DUIW
11/25 10 9.5 mi WSW Santa Cruz MBWW
T ......,.. I 'nnIDDnU'
11117 1500 4 mi NW Pt. Pinos MBWW
11/18 3000 3 mi W Marina Beach MBWW
11/23 10-15 4 mi NW Pt. Pinos MBWW
1218 1000 1mi N Lover's Pt. SM
12115 900 ..5 mi N Lover's Pt. DL
12115 1500 4 mi NW Pt. Pinos MBWW
12/18 1000 3.5 mi N Monterey Harbor MBWW
12/22 800 3 mi N Pi, Pinos HN
12123 700 4 mi N Monterey Harbor MBWW
12124 700 3.5 mi W Pt. Pinos LO
12126 700 4 mi N Monterey Harbor MBWW
12/29 1000 4 mi N Monterey Harbor TL
12131 1200 3 mi N Monterey Harbor MBWW
12131 2500 4 mi SW Pt. Pinos JW
Considered two sightings as the last sighting was of ~ group heading N and could not be
~ utith thp ornt1ft •• • dnma the " Allin' •• N
112102 500 7.5 mi NW Pt. Pinos WW
F1M' .nfthe New Year'
DA.B ,~
11125 8-10 9 mi SW Santa Cruz MBWW
1218 20 2 mi N Pt. Pinos MBWW
r/!'I ~Il'A I.lnN
Ahont 1noo Are nn ~ .
.... II.t.D'IIno ~Ii'AI
s'pen from"· .. . ,to Pt T.nhoc An" in s'tolllJh
SV.A 11'ITIl'1l
~_niTom ' to Pt Tnhn.. lind "tnno the nfthp RAV
RA. R Aliotti, OF, D. Frank, DL, D. Lemon, NL, N. Lemon, TL, T. Lorenz, SM, S. Mercuno,
MBWW, Monterey Bay Whale Watch, MPAS. Monterey Peninsula Audubon Society, SM, S.
Munro, HN, H. Neece, LO, L. Oliver, JW, J. Williamson, WW W. Williamson
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MARINE MAMMAL SCIENCE AND CONSERVATION NOTES
Canada Declares Orcas Endangered
The committee on the status ofendangered
wildlife in Canada has declared the southern
resident community of killer whales
endangered 2 Y2 years after classifying them
as threatened. The number of southern
resident orcas has fallen from 99 to 78 over
the past five years.
Although no one knows for sure why the
numbers are dropping scientists and
environmentalists generally support the
theory that decreasing chinook salmon
stocks, toxic chemicals and boating traffic
are probably responsible. "The total wild
population now stands at 80 now that two
calves have arrived," said Paul Spong, who
established OrcaLab a whale research station
on Hanson Island in the inside passage.
There is one other member of this
population, Lolita, who was captured more
than 20 years ago and is a featured attraction
at a Florida aquarium.
Spong believes it is unlikely that the
endangered designation will lead to any
significant action by governments in Canada.
[t does send an important message to the US
where these killer whales are being
considered for endangered status.
The northern resident population numbers
about 200 and is listed as threatened. This
population has declined by 7% in the past
four years.
Transient Killer Whale Dies in
Washington State
An unidentified female transient killer whale
has been found dead in Washington state.
Researchers removed the dead whale from
the water and began assessing her condition
and why she died. They saw no immediate
signs of what killed her but say the corpse
may ofTer some clues to environmental
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problems suspected of threatening the
region's orcas. "Its unusual to have an
animal in this good condition in a stranding
and we certainly want to take advantage of
that to learn what we can," said John
Calambokidis, research biologist with the
Olympia based Cascadia Research
Collective.
"Transient killer whales have even higher
pollutant loads than the southern residents do
so we certainly know there exposed to
stressors in the environment," Calambokidis
said, "People have great interest in and
passion for killer whales. That heightens our
concern and interest in protecting them and
learning what we can from this."
A second killer whale, a transient male,
stranded on Dungeness spit on Wednesday,
possibly the females offspring. The female
may have come in to die with the bull
following as part of their natural social
behavior. The male was towed to deep water
and was seen swimming west into the Strait
ofJuan de Fuca.
New Hope for Right Whales
North Pacific right whales, the most
endangered of the great whales, have been
found feeding in a new area of the Bering
Sea, giving scientists hope of finding ways to
help the whales survive. In a study that
appeared in the journal Science, Cynthia T.
Tynan, a marine biologist, along with other
researchers, found that at least five North
Pacific right whales are now regularly
feeding in relatively shallow waters of the
South Eastern Bering Sea far from their
traditional feeding grounds. "The whales are
also feeding on a species ofcrustacean that
was previously not thought to be their prey,
an additional encouraging sign," Tynan said.
Navy Responsible for Cetacean Deaths
The mass stranding of 16 beaked whales in
the Bahamas in March 2000, was caused by
US Navy tests in which intense underwater
sounds were generated for 16 hours,
according to a newly released government
report compiled by civilian and military
scientists.
The report's conclusion marks the frrst time
that underwater noises other than from an
explosion have been shown to cause fatal
trauma in marine mammals. The Navy's
acknowledgment also marks a sharp
departure from earlier statements by the
Navy which had denied responsibility for the
Bahamian deaths and beachings and other
mass strandings ofmarine mammals
coincided with the sonar exercises.
True's Whale Observed
In July 2001 in the Southern Bay of
Biscayne, observers from the organization
Cetacea reported seeing a stunning display by
a male True's Beaked Whale. The animal
breached 24 times. jumping alongside the
r~search ship and giving surveyors a close up
VIew. Photos taken at the scene provide the
fIrSt identification ofa True's beaked whale
at sea.; previous knowledge of the species had
come only from dead animals that had
washed ashore. There are four North
Atlantic species ofbeaked whales and they
can only be distinguished in the wild by
observing their head and jaws.
Stellar's Sea Lion Update
The western population of Stellar's sea lion
is in trouble, declining by as much as 75% in
the last 20 years. Yet the eastern population,
from Alaska to California, is much healthier.
Graves Rocks within Glacier Bay National
Park in Alaska, which was once just a resting
area for the sea lions, has been transfonned
into a rookery, one of only five in southeast
Alaska; 700 to 900 Stellar's sea lions use the
area, and another rookery on South Marble
Island has increased from SO to 300 to 500
sea lions. Shifting food supplies may be
behind both the sea lion's western population
decline and new resurgence in Glacier Bay.
The western popuJation has declined from
100s of 1000s to 30,000, possibly because of
changes in the waters that affect the
distribution and abundance offish. However
. 'It seems that over fishing is also at fault The
National Marine Fisheries Service enacted
measures in January 2001 to protect pollack
and cod in the Bering Sea and Alaska
suspecting that commercial fishing was
decreasing the sea lions food supply.
Recomme~decl·.~e8di..g~:~' .....
;_dGtayWhat~~·byDavidG. Gordon
,~4:AI~·-J;l;~dtj~,. 19~1,:Monterey
~Y'AquanunfFoUndation :.. -, ."
.;~~n~~~n~:. ~·~untingJ(jl1er
:WlWes~'~JolutICB; Ford:and:
:<:J~~MfElli~j999.UniveBityof'
::BrinshCOlwnbiaPress .'" . '.. '.
• ,.' •. ;." .~ ; . '.' H ,•••
,. '.',:.1
~~omDl~DdeciFieldBooks for the,·
-:.: ~ea..goiDg NaturaliSt .f::
~eMammalsofCalifomia"·by
.,RobertT.Orr and.Roger C. Helm,
;19~;, universiiy ofCalifoDria Press,
,. ";", :::;, '
"O&an Biids ofthe Nearshore Pacific" .
'J:)yRicll S~cup ..J990.Point Reyes
B~<l,Observ8~rY. .
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TWENTY-NINTH ANNUAL MEETING
PACIFIC SEABIRD GROUP
20-23 FEBRUARY 2002
Santa Barbara Museum of Natural History,
Santa Barbara, California
ME~NGINFORMATION
We are pleased to Invite you to attend the Twenty-ninth Annual Meeting of the Pacific
Seabird Group (PSG) to be held on 20-23 February 2002 at the Santa Barbara Museum of
Natural History In Santa Barbara, california. The meeting wlllindude: oral and poster
sessions for contributed papers; Symposium 1: Biology and Conservation of American
White Pelicans; Symposium II: Oil and California's Seabirds; and meetings of PSG standing
committees and PSG Executive Council. We will include several PSG social gatherings,
especially a banquet and dance at the Santa Barbara Maritime Museum In the harbor area.
We will make available field trips to visit some of the Channel Islands with associated
pelagic birding (i.e., Anacapa, Santa Cruz, Santa Rosa or Santa Barbara Islands), California
Condors, Salton Sea, and the Western Foundation of Vertebrate Zoology (world's largest
egg collection). Additional pelagic birding Is also available by personal booking.
Santa Barbara is a beautiful southern California city nestled below the Santa Ynez
Mountains with wide sandy beaches along its shores. The world-class Santa Barbara
Museum of Natural History has meeting rooms, traditional displays, and extensive research
collections. It Is located on picturesque grounds In the hills above Santa Barbara and
behind the Santa Barbara Mission (founded In the late 1700s).,Across Santa Barbara
Channel, the four northern Channel Islands beckon you to visit. Other attractions include
the Santa Barbara Botanical Gardens, the beach and harbor area (including Stearns Wharf),
State Street (for shopping, restaurants, and night life), University of California Santa
Barbara, and nearby wine tasting. In nearby Ventura harbor, the Channel Islands National
Park also has a visitor center and bookstore at its headquarters.
We suggest that you plan travel arrangements early. Direct air travel Is available to the
Santa Barbara airport (flights to Santa Barbara are available from Los Angeles, San
Francisco, San Jose, Phoenix, Las Vegas, Denver, and Salt Lake City via American, America
West, Delta, or United airlines). Taxi service, alrporters, or car rentals are available for
transport from the airport to hotels. Other options are a one-hour drive from
OxnardNentura airport or a two-hour drive from Los Angeles International Airport (LAX).
Santa Barbara, OxnardNentura, and LAX have car rentals. There Is an alrporter from LAX
to Santa Barbara: the Santa Barbara Air Bus. The most economical option may be to fly to
LAX and take the Santa Barbara Air Bus to and from Santa Barbara. Amtrak stops In Santa
Barbara near suggested hotels on the Coast Starlight route, which travels from Seattle-
Portland-Sacramento-Oakland-San Jose-Santa Barbara and from San Diego-Los Angeles-
Santa Barbara. More details on travel are given later.
The Santa Barbara Museum of Natural History is located at least one half mile uphllt from
the nearest accommodations and restaurants. Each morning and evening, we will provide
free shuttle bus service between selected accommodations (I.e., Radisson and Holiday Inn
express-Virginia Hotel) and the museum. We encourage meeting participants to plan on
staying all day at the museum. Inexpensive box lunches wUl be available for purchase
there dally. Short sodal gatherings (no host bar and light hors d'oeuvres) will be hosted on
Wednesday and Thursday evenings but Friday evening will be left free to explore Santa
Barbara. Shuttle service will return people back to accommodations and then people should
expect to have dinners and evenings at accommodations or In town on Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday nights. Shuttle service also will be provided between accommodations
and the banquet and dance at the Santa Barbara Maritime Museum on Saturday evening,
as well as for some field trips on Sunday. For other transportation around Santa Barbara,
the Santa Barbara MID operates an electric Downtown-Waterfront shuttle and the Santa
Barbara Trolley connects with major hotels, shopping areas, and attractions.
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LOCAL WHALE WATCHING
Gmy whales, dolphins, killer whales.
Check out your local whale watch website for sightings or call for reservations!
MONTEREY DAY WHALEWATCH MONTEREY SPORT FIsHING &
M-TH lOAM TO IpM WHALEWATCH
FR,SA, SU lOAM & 1:30PM DAILYTRIPS, lOAM, 12PM&2PM
CALL 831-375-4658 CALL 831-372-2203
FOR INFORMATION AND RESERVATIONS. FOR INFORMATION AND RESERVATIONS.
AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIETY MEMBERSHIP APPLICAnON
o New Membership/Subscription 0 RenewaJ Membership/Subscription 0 Gift Membership/Subscription
Membership Levels and Annual Dues:
o Lifetime, $750 0 Family, $45
o Patron., $500 0 Active, $35
o Contributing, $250 0 Studentffeacher/Senior, $25
o Supporting, $75 0 Subscription only·, $15/12 issues
o Foreign, $45 (·not entided to membership benefits)
Name: _
Address: _
City: -----:State__----'Zip _
o Check 0 MasterCard 0 Visa Credit Card No. _
Exp.Date _
Signature: _
Make checks payable to: ACS/Monterey Bay Chapter
Return to: Membership Secretary, ACS Monterey Bay Cbapter
P.O. Box HE, Pacific Grove CA 93950 ACS Chapter: ##24
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Calendar
January 20, 2002
ACS Monterey Chapter Gray Whale Cruise Set for January 20th, 2002. The 2002 Edition ofthe Monterey Bay ACS Gray Whale
Cruise fundraiser has been set for January 20, 2002, from 7:30AM to 10:00AM with Monterey Bay Whalewatch leaving from Sam's
Sportfishing on Fishennan's Wharfonboard the 70 foot Sea Wolfn. The Sea Wolfn has recently been renovated including two new
engines, a new generator and a brand new paint job. The boat runs and looks terrific. The trip will be led by expert seabird and
cetacean naturalists, Captain Richard Temullo, Nancy Black and Alan Baldridge. For information and reservations call Sally Eastham at
831-372-6919.
February 20-23, 2002
Twenty-ninth Annual Meeting Pacific Seabird Group, Santa Barbara Museum of Natural History, Santa Barbara, California
(see inside for details)
March 23-24, 2002
8th AnnuaJ Santa Barbara Whale Festival
Two fulls days of fun. food, arts and crafts. Marine artists such as Peggy Oki, Bud Bottoms and Pieter Folkens will be present and
displaying their work Call 805-897-3187 or write to P.O. BOl( 40834, Santa Barbara CA 93140.
Spring 2002
Condor bpress to begin whale watching. Captain Fred Benko's new boat, the 72 foot Condor Express will commence whale
watching during the Pacific Gray Whale's northward migration sometime in March 2002. The Condor Express will measure 72 '26.5"
and carry 149 passengers and 3 crew members and will be able to attain cruising speeds of30 knots. The Condor ElCpress is planning to
stop over in Monterey sometime in January on her way south to San1a Barbara from Washington where she is currently under
construction. Fred welcomes everyone in the Monterey Bay community to come aboard to view the new vessel. For more information
visit www.allamericanmarine.com or call 805-963-3514.
American Cetacean Society
Monterey Bay Chapter
P.O. Box BE
Pacific Grove CA 93950
www·starrsites.com/!!tSIJ1b/
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Ocean View Blvd.
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The Newsletter of the Monterey Bay Chapter of ACS
AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIETY - MONTEREY BAY CHAPTER
Monthly meeting at HOPKINS MARINE STATION, Lecture Hall, Boatworks Building
(Across from the American Tin Cannery Outlet Stores)
Date: Thursday,
February 28th,
2002
Come for
cODvenation
and
refreshments
at 7:00 p.m.
Meeting begins
at 7:30 p.m.
Speaker: Kaitilin Gaffney.).,Direc~or~ The Ocean Conservancy, Santa
\..,ruz Flelo Office
Title: California Marine Conservation: a fresh perspective
In this presentation, we will learn ofThe Ocean Conservancy's (fonnerly the Center for Marine
Conservation) work on two major conservation initiatives. The Monterey Bay National Marine
Sanctuary is currently completing a ten year review of its growth and accomplishments and is
planning for the next decade. At the same time the State management of its/our living marine
resources is undergoing a "sea change", with the implementation ofthe new Marine Life
Management Act (Keeley Bill). These actions have the potential to change the way we view and
utilize our oceans.
Here is an opportunity to explore these issues under the guidance ofone of the region's most
accomplished advocates for marine conservation. Please join us for a special opportunity to learn
and understand these complex issues. FEB 8 2002.
ACS Monterey Bay Chapter website: www.stamrites.com/8CSI1IbI
Chapter Board, 2002
Jcny Loomis, President &.
Special Events Chairperson
Loomis@mbay.net
Carol Maehr, Vice president
carol&kcn@nctpipe.com
Billie Foreman, Treasurer
Bfon:man@;netpipe.com
Promises, promises - and I do promise to produce a longer "'Soundings" next
month. Editor Tony Lorenz and his wife Robin are expecting their first child;
Tony has things to think about other than newsletters. I won't pretend I can
produce the excellent issues we've come to expect from Tony, but, for two or
three months, I promise to gather information about the month's speaker
and a little more.
Jon Hubbard, Recording Secrelar}' &.
Past President
aiko_99@hotmail.com
David Z8cbes, Publicity Chair
davidzaches@carthlink.net
Sally Eastham. Membership SecrctaJy
&. Newsletter Mailing
Seastham@rnonterey.k12.ca.us
Alan Baldridge, Program Chair
baldridgc@rcdshifi.com
Tony Lorenz, Newsletter Editor
lonylorenz@redshift.com
It is with pleasure that I see the topic for this month's meeting. In my public
speaking experiences I find my audiences have a wide disparity of beliefs
about the job of the sanctuary and the regulations of marine life of Central
California. We all have our favorite causes and we tend to stand on different
soap boxes to argue for them. The fact is, one soap box is directly effected by
the others. Moreover. a bewildering supply ofgovernment agencies,
advocacy groups, and regulatory boards have something to say. When
opinions ofvarious interest groups are mixed into all this, how can we assess
management plans and proposed legislation with any kind of real
understanding? Yet, we vote; we are responsible for the laws and the officials
that enforce them. Please come to the meeting this month with many
questions.
Scientific Advisory Committee
Wcbmaster: Evelyn Starr
ACS Monterey Bay Chapter
www.§t8lTSites.comlacsmb/
Barbara Oliver. Newsletter Mailing
b0rdh@a01.com In these magnificent waters around us, February is an interim month.
Winter stonns remain while new blossoms appear on land. The great
productivity of upwelling has not really begun yet. The southward migration
of Gray whales comes to a close. We actually have seen Gray whales pass
going south on one side of our boat, while Gray whales are passing north on
the other side. Whale watchers expecting to see 35·foot Gray whales,
migrating along at about 3miles an hour, were joyful about the herds of
qUick~moving dolphins seen unpredictably this month. Thousands of Long-
beaked Common Dolphins would rush to swim around the boat and ride the
wake. Northern Right Whale Dolphins and Pacific White~sided Dolphins
would be seen among a few hundred Risso's Dolphins, Monterey's famous
mixing of species. Stately lO~foot~long Risso's can put on a lot of speed when
foraging, chasing other whales, or when they slip down the side of a swell
"surfing" - the surprises held in the sea make ashambles of nonnal
expectations. We anticipate the winds of spring, the visits of orcas, the
unpredictable delight of herds of dolphins. Watch the waters. Realize how
very fortunate we are to be here.
With pleasure,~
Jud Vandervcrc
JcnyLoomis
Libby Osncs-Erie
American Cetacean Society
Monterey Bay Chapter
P.O. Box HE
Pacific Grove CA 93950
Alan Baldridge
Tom Kieckhefcr
JoGucrrero
Esta Lee Albright
Contributions to the newsletter should reach me by the middle of the month - it takes me a long timel Email
messages welcome: Estalee@inreach.com

ACS Sightings 1131102
Date # of Location Obs.
animals
HUMPBACK WHALE
1/7 2 3 mi N Pt. Pinos LS
1/10 2 1 mi N Cannery Row MBW
Associated with 5000 LoNG-BEAKED COMMON DOLPHIN.
1/12 2 Off Seal Rock OF
These sightings appear to of the same two individuals, presumably a cow and last year's calf.
Historically Humpback Whales were present in winter in Monterey Bay before the slaughter
that occurred during the mid to late 1920's. As the population recovers they may yet again
become part ofour normal winter whales.
GRAVWHALE
The southbound migration peaked about the middle ofthe month and numbers have been
dropping daily. This will continue until about the second week ofFebruary when the first of
the northbound whales will be recorded. The northbound migration will peak about the
middle of March. 1 Drobable orphan and 7 mother/calf pairs have also been recorded.
KILLER WHALE
1/11 6 1.5 mi SW Cypress Pt. GF
BOlTLENOSE DOLPHIN
1/21 7-8 .25 om N Lover's Pt. NL
RIsso's DOLPHIN
1/5 400 1 mi W Cypress Pt. MBW
Associated with 200 PACIFIC WHITE-SIDED DOLPHIN and 20 NORTHERN RIGHT WHALE
DOLPHIN.
1/7 250 3 mi NW Pt. Pinos MBW
1113 20-30 .5 mi W Pt. Pinos GF
1/13 10-15 2 mi SSW Cypress Pt. MBW
1117 150 2.5 mi W Seal Rock WW
Associated with 150 PACIFIC WHITE-SIDED DOLPHIN.
1119 1000 1.5 mi W Cypress Pt. DF
Associated with 40 NORTHERN RIGHT WHALE DOLPHIN, 150 PACIFIC WHITE-SIDED
DOLPHIN, and 200 LoNG-BEAKED COMMON DOLPHIN.
1/24 900 2.5 mi NW Pt. Pinos OF
1124 75-100 At Cypress Pt. Buoy NL
PACIFIC WHITE-SIDED DOLPHIN
1/18 150 2.5 mi NW Pt.Pinos LO
Associated with 400 RIsso's DOLPHIN and 100 NORTHERN RIGHT WHALE DOLPHIN.
1/24 700 3.5 mi SW Pt. Pinos MBW
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AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIETY - MONTEREY BAY CHAPTER
Monthly meeting at HOPKINS MARINE STATION, Lecture Hall, Boatworks Building
Across from the American Tin Canne Outlet Stores)
Date: March 28th
Come for conversation
and refreshments
at 7:00 p.m.
Meeting begins
at 7:30 p.m.
Speaker: Krista Hanni
Wildlife Health Center,
University ofCA at Davis,
and Monterey Bay Aquarium
Sea Otter Pup Survival: rehabilitated compared with free-ranging.
Rehabilitation is increasingly used to treat and restore wildlife following catastrophic
events such as oil spills. It is important to assess the effectiveness of these efforts.
Orphaned pups are reared to weaning age by human caregivers and returned tQ the wild.
To determine and compare survival rates between these and free ranging pups~ 21
rehabilitated and 16 free-ranging juveniles were implanted with radio transmitters and
monitored for up to one year from 1997-2001. While there was no dramatic difference in
survival between the two groups, the sex of the animal proved to be the most important
factor. Male survival rates exceeded that of females.
Our speaker will discuss the importance of this study and its results for the survival of
this Threatened species.
Please join us to learn more about this innovative and critical research aiding the recovery
of Southern Sea Otters.
MAR Ii -
ACS Monterey Bny Chapter website: \\v.'W.~llIJTsites.comJnc$lnhJ
HOPKINS MARINE STATION LIBRARY
Chapter Board. 2002
Jeny Loomis, President &:
Special Events Chairperson
Loomis@mbar·net
Carol Maehr, Vice president
carol&ken@netpipe.com
Billie Foreman, Treasurer
Bforeman@netpipe.com
Jon Hubbard, Recording Sccret8Jy &
Past President.
aiko_99@hotmail.oom
David Zaches, Publicily Chair
davidzaches@earthinknet
Sally Eastham, Membership Secretary
&: NewsleUer Mailing
Seastham@monterey.k12.ca.us
Alan Baldrid~Program Chair
baldridge@redshiftcom
Tony Lorenz, Newsletter Editor
tonylorenz@n:dshift.com
Barbara Oliver,~ewsletter Mailing
bordh@aolCom
Coming 'round into 2002, and the twenty-second year of ACS
Monterey Bay, we find both gratification and challenge - both in the
life of our chapter and the life of the Bay. It is through our monthly
speakers that we learn to value the marine world around us, and to
appreciate the hard labor that has gone into what they present to us.
Most local environmental groups are a mixture of impressive science
and common public concern, famous names rubbing shoulders with
Ulay" people, a heady experience, to say the least. However, there is
no other organization in Monterey so regularly (monthly) focused on
marine mammals. There may be few ACS chapters located so near
to a wealth of research, education, volunteer work with marine
mammals, and a geographic area so rich in species.
As with all organized groups, we have our highs and our lows; our
actions often are rich in support of local marine mammals, and
sometimes we drag our feet. It is with a great deal of hope that I
watch our current chapter president start his tenure. I know; it's his
second time as president, so he ought to be good, but I believe you'll
find his commitment and goals to be exceptionally right on target.
Have a look at his intentions (see the article about the board meeting.
this issue) and give him a hand. The results will make you, and
marine mammals, glad.
Scientific: Advisory Committee
Alan Baldridge
Tom Kieckhefer
JoGuerrero
Esta Lee Albright
Jud Vandervere
JenyLoomis
Libby Osnes·Erie
With pleasure,
~.
ACS Monterey Bay Chapter
www.starrsiles.comlacsmb/
Webmaster: Evelyn Starr
American Cetacean Society
Monterey Bay Chapter
P.O. Box HE
Pacific Grove CA 93950
P.S.
Illustrations showing cetaceans are by Robin Lee Makowski. For a long
time ACS chapters have had the benefit of her art, used it for our own
publications, enjoyed her humor and special skill. She shares a web site
with other artists at: http;//www.bluewatereditions.com.
The photograph on the cover is one I took several years ago (35 mm
lOOOfilm available light) while I was a volunteer for the Monterey Bay
Aquarium sea otter program - an orphan sea otter pup sleeps floating on the
water in the nursery pool.
Board Sets Priorities
Jerry Loomis, newly elected president ofACSMB, held the year's fIrst board
meeting on Feb. 5. We managed to make it through the meeting agenda and two
pizzas in two hours. (See, I told you this is a good bunch to join!) Jerry led
discussions on his priorities for this year, including:
1. To bolster attendance at the monthly program meetings. BRING A FRIEND OR
TWO. This will immediately increase the number of people receiving information
from our speakers and will lead to broader possibilities for activities.
2. To increase our membership. In addition to the above advantages, this will
improve the chapter's fmances and work force.
3. To increase our exposure in the community. We have an interesting and vital
mission; we should be noteworthy in the community and more visible in local
public functions.
4. To carry out our usual business in timely and orderly procedures.
5. To increase the internal strength of the chapter organization. Communication
among members will be a start. We are a gathering of interesting people. Talk to
someone you never saw before. Be sure to come to meetings at 7:00 for dessert and
conversation. This is a nice introduction to ACS when you bring your friends.
Also, take a look at the sidebar listing board members and let us know your interests
and concerns. Jerry says, "Anyone can call or email me about what ever." So,
here's how: Phone 625-2120 Email Loomis@:rvfBay.Net
Jerry would like to add one more educational trip (in addition to the two whale
watches). This would be an excursion to the Farallon Islands out ofHalfMoon
Bay. Many members remember the trips Jerry led there before. Outstanding!
- ela
MARMAM
"Mannam" is an internet listserv that provides
a forum for infonnation about marine
mammals world-wide. The following news
items from Australia and New Zealand are
typical examples.
MARMAM is an edited e-mail discussion list
which focuses on marine mammal research
and conservation. The list was established in
August 1993 and as ofAugust 2001 there
were about 4,100 subscribers from 69
different countries. Anyone may subscribe to
the list.
A wide spectrum ofmessage types are found
on MARMAM, all related to marine mammal
research andlor conservation. MARMAM
endeavours to provide unbiased infonnation
on these issues (e.g, is not anti-whaling
or anti-hunting per se).
Commonly seen messages include:
- requests for information regarding current or
recent research projects, publications, or
research techniques
- current or previously unreported unusual
news events
- meeting announcements, with preference to
meetings that span more than one day.
- job or volunteer opportunities
- abstracts from scientific papers or reports
- books/techniques/products announcements
- requests for products (eg., photographs)
which will benefit MARMAM subscribers
(eg., photographs that will be ofwidespread
use or for payment)
- brief summaries of meetings or conferences
related to marine mammals, including
resolutions passed.
To subscribe, send a message to
II
listsery@uvvm,uvic,ca ll
which says:
subscribe mannam Yourfirstname
Yourlastname
COUNTRIES MEET ON WHALING ISSUE
Auckland, Feb 25, NZPA - A closed-door
meeting on whaling begins in Auckland
tomorrow and delegates are hoping they can
make progress on the controversial issue
away from the international spotlight.
The International Whaling Commission
regularly appoints small groups of countries
to try to thrash out issues before the main !WC
meeting. Countries taking part in the
Auckland meeting include pro-whalers
Japan and Norway, along with anti-whaling
nations such as New Zealand and the United
States.
Also here are delegates from Antigua and
Barbuda, the small Caribbean nation at the
centre ofa vote-buying scandal which
dominated last year's acrimonious IWC
meeting in London. Japan was accused of
giving aid to small, poor nations in return
for votes aUhe IWC.
This year's full IWC meeting will be held in
May in Shimonoseki, Japan, and anti-
whaling nations and conservationists are
worried pro-whalers will make an all-out
effort to get IWC agreement for a return to
commercial whaling.
"There is a real threat Japan will get a
majority ofthe votes at that meeting," said
Greenpeace spokeswoman Sarah Duffy.
Greenpeace would be protesting outside the
Auckland meeting, she said.
Japan kills about 400 minke whales in the
Southern Ocean each year under its
scientific research programme.
~ECENlliTERYHOLDSBURffiD
TREASURE FOR AUST SCIENTISTS
Sydney, Feb 26 AAP ~ It had all the
excitement of a fossil dig but researchers
hunting for whale bones on a NSW beach
knew their buried treasure was less than five
years old.
Two skeletons have been exhumed from a
secret burial site containing the remains of
about 30 whales and dolphins which had
been stranded on NSW beaches over recent
years.
They were being taken from the burial spot
to become part ofthe Australian Museum's
mammal collection. Dr Sandy Ingleby said
the museum now had 540 whale and dolphin
specimens collected over 150 years. She
said the new skeletons could provide clues
about the health of the whales, why they
beached themselves and their genetic roots.
"It was very similar to a palaeo~dig but you
could pluck the bones right out of the sand,"
Dr Ingleby said.
"This is certainly much easier than working
on a fossil dig because you are dealing with
loose soil and sand instead of rock. 'But the
feeling and excitement ofdiscovery and
unearthing something is similar.n
Some of the bones belong to rare species
but the burial grounds, somewhere north of
Sydney. remained a secret because ofa black
market trade in whale bones, Dr Ingleby said.
"The bones were surprisingly clean with
few traces of flesh," she said.
, .There is so little known about the biology
of many whale and dolphin species.
"Not only will they enhance the Australian
Museum's collections, the specimens
provide material for national and
international research."
The largest skeleton from the museum's
150-year~ld collection is a fin whale
which
would have weighed 90 tonnes, judging by
its 25m long skeleton and three metre high
skull.
National Parks and Wildlife Service
(NPWS) regional manager Tom Bagnat
said whale carcasses washed up onto NSW
beaches every yearand the cemeteries
became a valuable research ground for scientists.
.. These cemeteries also offer a fantastic
opportunity to learn more about the
magnificent mammals as we piece together
the skeletons years after burial," Mr Bagnat said.
Date # of Location
animals
ACS 2128/02
GRAVWHALE
JW
The migration of Gray Whales has entered a period where both south and northbound whales
can be seen. The first northbound pair of whales was recorded on 2/8. By the end of the
month nearly all will be northbound with a peak about mid-March. A few southbound whales
.ue still to be seen mostly close to shore and within kelp beds. The mid-March phase of the
northbound migration is the best opponunity to see mating activity, which can be quite
spectacular. The presence of dolphins, (in particular Pacific White-sided Dolphin) seem to
•... trigger this behavior.
~~.~:. ~.;~\.,oi -----'----....L...-----~~-~=_-------------'----____i,'..~-: KILLER WHALE;~~.: .-~~__r__--_r_~-~----------------__,--__1\i' 2/1 II Carmel Bay JAtrJ "Transients"
2/2 2 I mi W Cypress Pt.
Part of same group from the previous day.
2/3 10-12 2 mi W Cypress Pt. MBW
2/6 7 2 mi W Pt. Joe AJY
2/15 100+ 2 mi W Pt. Loboslheading N. GF
These are "offshore" killer whales and have not been recorded in Monterey Bay for three
years. These killer whales seem to have an annual movement from Southern California in
winter and at least to nonhern Vancouver Island and Southeast Alaska in summer. They have
been observed in Monterey Bay feeding on salmon (probably Chinook Salmon). They have
been sighted during the last week of February off Southern California.
2/16 20-50 .5 mi W Del Monte Beach LO
Another sighting of "offshore" killer whales. They traveled from the Del Monte Beach area
along Cannery Row, seen from the Monterey Bay Aquarium, and along the Pacific Grove
shoreline.
2/22 3 4.5 mi W Pt. Pinos DO
DD
~'Transients", the male in this group was CA80.
I(C BOITLENOSE DOLPHIN
~·~:i 2/3 45 4 mi W Pt. Joe DF
'j
2/6 400 1.5 mi SW Cypress Pt. MBW
~~ 2/24 ~6 Near Monterey Breakwater
~~'~l
'{!:'~~:fA----...L..-----l----- -=- ....L...-__--1
~ ~'l~~ ~ RISSO'S DOLPHIN
Associated with 25 PACIFIC WIDTE-SIDED DOLPIUN and 2 Northern Right Wbale
Dolphin.
2/7 50 3 mi SW Pt. Pinos MBW
2/8 400 2.5 mi NW Pt. Pinos MBW
Associated with 200 PACIFIC WmTE-SIDED DOLPHIN. ~:~~,
2/12 1007 I mi W Cypress Pt. \' • .l

JA, J. Aliotti, DO, D. Davi, GF, Greg Fisher, OF, D. Frank, JL, J Loomis, MBW,
Monterey Bay Whalewarch, LO. L. Oliver, JW, J Williamson, AN, AJ Young
:u",~~~?:",~" .~~~ .~:~
, .•~:v
......-d;~;~.,,"S~~
,'" ':~" ..:#ip~:;,<~:
DOLPHINITY~
by Robin Lee Makowski
2/16 12 1.5 mi W Cypress Pt. MBW
Associated with 1000 LONG-BEAKED COMMON DOLPHIN.
2/19 10 8 mi S Santa Cruz GF
PACIFIC WHITE-SIDED DOLPHIN
2/8 2000 2.5 mi SW Cypress Pt. MBW
Associated with 1000 RIsso's DOLPHIN and 450 NORTHERN RIGHT WHALE DOLPHIN.
2/9 10 1.5 mi NW Pt. Lobos MBW
Associated with 40-50 LONG-BEAKED COMMON DOLPHIN.
2/10 1000 Carmel Bay JW
Associated with 1000 RIsso's DOLPHIN.
2122 1000 4.5 mi W Pt. Joe MEW
2/28 3000 3 mi NW Pt. Pinos MBW
LoNG-BEAKED COMMON DOLPHIN
There are 12 si2htin2s scattered throughout the Bay and outer waters.
DALL'S PORPOISE
2/15 12 4 mi NNW Pt. Pinos MBW
2/15 10-12 8 mi WNW Pt. Pinos MEW
NORTHERN ELEPHANT SEAL
2117 1 4 .5 mi W Pt. Pinos MBW
2/25 1 4.5 mi W Pt. Pinos MEW
CALIFORNIA SEA LION
Most seem to have left the area and only about 100 juveniles are present in the harbor
forming rafts and not hauling out regularly on Monterey Breakwater. This could be
interpreted as a shift in prey abundance elsewhere.
PAcmc HARBOR SEAL
Seen from Monterey Harbor to Pt. LoOOs along rocky coasts and in Elkhorn Slough.
So~(C~RNlA)SEA~R
Seen along the coast and in Monterey Bay.
LEATHERBACK SEA TuRTLE
2/8 1 Near Hopkins Marine Station JL
2/17 1 Close to Pt. Pinos buoy OF
These two sightings are extraordinary as they appear to be the only winter sightings this
observer has recorded. The next earliest record is in April. .- .. ' ,".f : '.. ";
-
-s.. <.~.
--- -·~."iF\J~. :,.~
A New Book About Sea Otters and a Selection of Sources
Sea Otters. Glenn VanBlaricom.
World Life Library.
Voyageur Press,
2001.
The World Life Library
senes
(Blue Whales,
Humpback Whales,
Gray Whales, etc.)
is valuable for both text and
photographs,
useful for pre-teen children
through adults.
I carry them on whale watch cruises
to show passengers as picture books, but the text attracts readers every time. Most
volumes are written by persons who have worked extensively in the field with the
subject animal and who know both classic and current research about it. There is
an unfortunate tendency these days for journalists to write "authoritative" books
about wildlife, when they have only briefly observed a species and carried out a few
hopefully relative interviews. These may be fun to read but don't rely on the facts.
VanBlaricom currently is at the University ofWashington, in marine mammal
research, but many ofus remember him here when he led the translocation project
taking sea otters to San Nicolas Island. He has studied sea otters for more than 23
years. His concise, extremely readable style fits well to the limitations of space in
the 72-page book. His field experience shows well in description of the species,
behavior, foraging and research methods. Chapters are nicely up to date on oil
spills, translocation, public controversy, and the three sea otter populations:
Russian, Alaskan and Californian. There is a relatively long chapter on the history
ofpopulations. Throughout, there is insight into the vulnerability ofsea otters, both
to forces ofnature and human politics. The end of the book has a touching personal
experience and probably the best closing sentence of the series.
World Life books are known for the quality of their photographs. This one
has work by some of the very best sea otter photographers and meets the reputation.
At $16.95, this is a good choice for clearly written natural history infonnation and
appreciation ofMonterey Bay's smallest marine mammal.
Selected Sources:
Information about sea otters begins with the work ofKarl Kenyon, 1955 to 1967, as
project leader for sea otters studies in Alaskat published as U.S. Fish and Wildlife Servicet
North American Fauna Series Number 68. 1969. Karl Kenyon once told me he preferred the
reprint by Dover Press because ofthe corrections there. Both are long out ofprint and
naturalists leap on copies in second-hand bookstores. Look for The Sea Otter in the Eastern
Pacific Oceant by Karl W. Kenyo~ Dover Publications, 1975.
More than ten years later, sea otter research was updated by Marianne Riedman and James
A Estes: The Sea Otter lenhvdra /utris): Behavior. Ecology. and Natural History. Marianne L.
Riedman and James A. Estes. USFWS Biological Report 90 (14), September 1990. This was a
major addition and it, too, is out ofprint.
Research may be even more widespread now. Michelle Staedler has taken over from
Marianne Riedman the research end of the sea otter program at the Monterey Bay Aquarium,
where there now are research associates and volunteers. Jim Estes remains a major figure in sea
otter research in both northern and southern ranges. These and many others publish regularly in
scientific journals. A collection of research appeared in Endangered Species Update. Special
Issue: Conservation and Management of the Southern Sea Otter. Vol 13 No. 12, December 1996.
Pub. by University ofMichigant available from Michelle or from Friends of the Sea Otter.
Sometimes, summaries of research are available in periodicals readily accessible to the
general public. One ofthese fonowed closely the information given by a recent ACS speaker,
Dr. David Jessup, about pollution and disease. Rayl, A.I.S. "Researchers Focus on Sea Otter
Deaths." The Scientist 15(4): 17, Feb. 19, 2001. This periodical is available through an online
subscription at www.thescientist.com. Another is "Marine Mystery," by Todd Wilkinson.
National Parks Magazine, March/April 2000. More articles, and indexes that find them, are
available in libraries.
Beginning sometime in the 1980's, small volumes about sea otters appeared in popular
press. These emphasized the alarming decline in the southern sea otter population at that time.
Gradually, more detailed natural history was included, along with better photographs by very
patient photographers with expensive long lenses. One exampl~ in this category: Sea Otters. A
Natural Hist0O' and Guide. Roy Nickerson, author, Richard Bucich, photographer. Chronicle
Bookst 1989.
Following the theme mentioned above, about writers with direct experience, the Monterey
Bay Aquarium qualifies. Their Natural History Series offers one ofthe best small guides to sea
otter natural history, Sea Otters t by Marianne Riedman. This slim volume probably holds more
in-depth description of sea otter ecology and behavior than other popular treatments. Riedman
then wrote a children's book, The Adventures ofPhokey the Sea Otter. based on a True St0O'.
She read the book on tape and added recorded snippets of sea otter vocalizations.
The pioneering program to rehabilitate orphan sea otter pups has been an object of
mystery and controversy for almost 18 years. Finally, a well-illustrated book was published by
the aquarium (from the horse's mouth, so to speak). Saving Sea Otters. Stories of Survival. Elin
Kelsey. Monterey Bay Aquariumt 1999.
The aquarium web site at www.mbayag.org and the Friends of the Sea Otter web site at
www,seaotters.org both readily furnish basic facts, list books,
and update information about sea otters. ~'!>01 TIf~8~ -ela
~~~:~=
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Offsbores
On Feb. 15, 80 - 100 orcas were seen
west ofPt. Lobos. They were
identified by Nancy Black, who leads
research on orcas in Central
California, as part of the mysterious
population known as Hoffshores. ,. On
Feb. 17,45 - 65 were seen inside the
bay near Mile Buoy, and were
followed outside the bay several miles.
The transients, mammal-eating orcas
that roam coastal areas, usually appear
in groups ofonly a few animals. It is
thought 4 or 6 transient orcas work
well cooperatively, herding and
surrounding a prey animal before the
kill. Large groups oforcas usually
tum out to be offshores, such as 125
seen 16 miles west about two years
ago. Moreover, not much is known
about the habits of these herds, except
that they appear suddenly, then are
gone. If there is a pattern, they seem
to be seen in the north during summer
and south of us during winter. "The
longest range matches were from
Monterey Bay to Southeast Alaska,
and Los Angeles to northern Queen
Charlotte Islands."(Black 1997)
Different food preferences of
resident orcas (fish) and transients
(mammals) result in different
lifestyles. "These specializations
likely evolved gradually over a long
period by means of increasingly
rermed and successful foraging
strategies that were learned by
individuals and passed across
generations..... [This] may have played
a role in the historical separation of
ancestral resident and transient groups,
and over time the two populations
became social.ly and eventually
reproductively isolated..... The dietary
habits of [offshores] are so far
unknown. (Ford 2002)
Watching offshores is a unique
experience. Here we are not used to
seeing such large numbers of orcas
swimming together, and offshores
seem to be in scattered groups of
varying sizes, over a broad area.
Generally, they appear smaller than
transients, but this may be an illusion.
They do show the nicks and notches in
the dorsal rms that are so useful for
identifying individual orcas, but the
overall impression as they swim
alongside the boat is one of striking
patterns, clean lines and extreme
elegance.
ReL
Black, Nancy, etal. Killer Whales ofCalifornia and
Western Mexico: A Catalog of Photo·identified
Individuals. NOAA, Sep. 1997.
Ford, John K.B. "Killer Whale, Orcinus orca,"
Encvclopedia ofMarine Mammals. Academic Press,
2002.
"Human Harassment Threatens Marine Mammals"
The National Marine Fisheries Service is considering developing regulations to protect whales,
dolphins, porpoises, seals and sea lions from human harassment.
More information is available at:
http://www.nmfs.noaa·Kov/protres~lMWatchlMMViewinK·html
This site includes guidelines set by the various regions of the country. Look at the differences
between guidelines in our area and those for Alaska and the Northeast. Consider the challenge
here, for covering whale watch with migrating Gray Whales and for watching feeding whales in
the summer and fall.
All interested persons are encouraged to read the notice and the web site and contribute
comments to NMFS by APRIL 1, 2002. Address comments to the Chief, Permits,
Conservation and Education Division, Office ofProtected Resources, National Marine Fisheries
Service, 1315 East-West Highway, Silver Spring, Maryland 20910.
INMFS Policy on Human Interactions With Wild Marine Mammals I
'7he Marine Mammal Protection Act does not provide for a permit or other authorization
process to view or interact with wild marine mammals, except for specific listed
purposes such as scientific researched. Therefore, interacting with wild marine
mammals should not be attempted and viewing marine mammals must be conducted in
a manner that does not harass the animals. NMFS cannot supporl, condone, approve
or authorize activities that involve closely approaching, interacting or attempting to
interact with whales, dolphins, porpoises, seals or sea lions in the wild. This includes
attempting to swim with, pet, touch or elicit a reaction from the animals. NMFS believes
that such activities constitute "harassment" as defined in the MMPA since they involve
acts ofpursuit, torment or annoyance that have the potential to injure or disrupt the
behavioral patterns of wild marine mammals. "
On January 30. 2002, NMFS published in the Federal Register (67 FR 4379) an
Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (ANPR) to solicit the publics' input on ways to
address close human interactions with wild marine mammals. Comments are due by
~pril 1. 2002. A copy of the ANPR can be downloaded from the Federal Register 10 link
directly above or obtained by calling the NMFS Office of Protected Resources, Division
of Permits, Conservation and Education at (301) 713-2289.
Whale Watch companies in Monterey that have supported ACS Monterey Bay:
Monterey Bay Whale Watch (3~hour trips for Grays; 4 to 6~hour trips summer/fall)
Monterey Sport Fishing (2~hour trips for Gray Whales; 3,hour trips summer/fall)
375~4658
372~2203
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AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIETY - MONTEREY BAY CHAPTER
Monthly meeting at HOPKINS MARINE STATION, Lecture Hall, Boatworks Building
(Across from the American Tin Cannery Outlet Stores)
Date: April 25
Come for refreshments and
conversation at 7:00 pm
Meeting begins at 7:30 pm
Speaker:
David Epel,
Professor of
Biological Sciences,
Hopkins Marine Station
Title: The Galapagos: a microcosm of conflicts over evolution
Controversy over evolution has raged ever since Darwin first proposed his revolutionary theory
more than 100 years ago. The remote Galapagos Islands provided important insights for Darwin's
synthesis and represent a microcosm ofthe controversy about whether speciation and evolution
really occurs in the manner envisaged by Darwin and his followers. Between a backdrop of
photographs of the Galapagos fauna, our speaker wilJ use his recent trip there as a vehicle to
describe the fascinating history of research in the archipelago, looking at how scientists have gone
there over the years to prove or disprove Darwin. The fascinating history of this conflict and the
important California connection vis-a.-vis Stanford and the California Academy of Sciences will be
described. He will also talk about current incarnations of the anti-evolution fight in the U.S.
especiaIJy in the continuing battle between creationary and evolutionary explanations.
Dr. Epel is a frequent and popular lecturer in Stanford's Alumnae Travel programs and recently
visited Galapagos, which lie on the equator offEcuador. For those who have been there or who
plan to go, for those who have an interest in evolution and Darwin's finches, giant tortoises and
iguanas, please join us.
ACS Monterey BayChaptCf \"ebsile: w~w.starTsitcs.comJ8csmbl
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Chapter Board. 2002
Jerry Loomis. President &.
Special Events Chairperson
Loomis@mbay.nct
Carol Machr, Vice president
carol&.ken@netpipe.com
Billie Foreman, Treasurer
Bfcreman@netpipe.c:om
Jon Hubbard, Recotding Secretary &.
Past President
aiko_99@hotmailc:om
David Zaches. Publicity Chair
davidzachcs@carthlink.nct
Sally Eastham, Membership Secretary
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Scientific AdyisOry Committee
April 24 "Humans: Predators and Competitors." Second lecture in Saving
Our Seas Public Forums, sponsored by Monterey Bay Aquarium and Friends
ofMoss Landing Marine Lab. Dr. Steve Palumbi wi)) speak about "Whales
on the Menu" (Japanese whaling) and Dr. Lance Barrett-Lennard wi))
present "Whale ofan Appetite" (sharing the whales' food supply) at 7 pm at
the aquariuim. For reservations call 831 633-6565
April 25 Next ACS meeting. Gather at 7:00, meeting begins at 7:30. See
cover page.
Note: Are you ever curious about the next ACS meeting, or do you want to
review programs from the past? The next meeting is
posted on the ACS web site earlier than you get the newsletter. The site
also has summaries ofpast meetings, events infonnation, features and the
complete text of articles in the Special 20th Anniversary issue.
http://www.staTTsites.com/acsmb
By May Longer whale watches. Both Monterey Bay Whale Watch (375-
4658) and Monterey Sport Fishing (372-2203) will have begun their longer
trips to view feeding whales. During the past two years, May was a good
month to see humpback whales in the bay.
May 29 Keiko Foundation member Chuck Davis will be the ACS speaker.
He has been with the foundation as photographer, above and under water, in
their work to return Keiko the killer whale to the wild.
.Alan Baldridge
Tom Kieckhefer
JoGucm:ro
Esta Lee Albright
Jud Vandervere
JcnyLoomis
Libby Osnes-Eric
July 26 ACS Salmon Barbegue at Indian Village in Pebble Beac~ a
gathering ofold and new ACS friends. $10 per person. More infonnation
later.
ACS Monterey Bay Chapter .
www·stamites,cgmIacsmb/
Webmastcr: Evelyn Starr
American Cetacean Society
Monterey Bay Chapter
P.O. Box HE
Pacific Grove CA 93950
August Farallones Trip for ACS and Pt. Sur docents. Contact Jerry, who
needs to know ofall interested in the trip in order to continue planning.
625-2120 or via email, see left of this page.
Early faU ACS Whale Watch to see feeding whales: blue whales,
humpback whales, Minke whales, killer whales, and various dolphins have
been found on past trips.
~ Tony Lorenz will resume the pleasure of editing "Soundings.1I He and I agreed that he
would write the news of his new baby. Congratulations on your little calf, Tony. Considering your passion
for Blue Whales, we wonder that you didn't choose the name BLUE. ~-"- c.p
It's been fun being substitute editor - see you at ACS I
\VlLL ONE SET OF GUIDELINES DO IT? Comments by Esta Lee Albright
"We encourage people to view and enjoy marine mammals in their natural habitat, but in a
responsible way. We're becoming increasingly concerned with the number of inappropriate
activities and close interactions that may harm the animals and place people at risk," said NMFS
assistant administrator Bill Hogarth. "We're asking for the public's guidance in developing
appropriate rules that better protect wild marine mammals, yet still promote responsible marine
wildlife viewing on our waters and beaches."
I would like to comment on whale watch protocol, in light of the current interest in regulations
by the federal government. Any time an industry reaches the profits that whale watching has
assumed. there is interest in it as a product that might need regulations. I do think whales and
dolphins need protection. I also think there is much more to it than police work.
Regulating the industry points to commercial whale watching, but private power boats, sailboats,
and other vehicles are operated with even more lack of knowledge and expertise. This is
obvious any fine weekend during gray whale migration off Monterey. It's going to take a large
scale enforcement to watch every vessel out there. That probably won't happen. Something else
must produce responsible boating and viewing of marine mammals.
The federal government. always short of staff with regard to the Marine Mammal Protection
Act, seems yet again to be looking at a standardized police action instead ofeducation. In some
other countries, commercial whale watch skippers must attend training and become certified.
The number ofwhale watch vessels is limited. A government observer goes on board these
vessels periodically. This idea may be offensive to local skippers, but even they would agree
there is skill involved in successfully managing a boat around marine mammals, and nobody is
teaching those skills.
If a whale watch company has the philosophy that a boatload of people should be taken out on
the water, shown a whale, then taken back to the dock so another load can go, the skipper is
under pressure to move as quickly and approach as closely as possible. Ifthe whale watch
company has the philosophy that passengers should unobtrusively spend time with whales, take
photos, study their behavior, and learn, the skipper must be able to approach animals carefully
and keep them tolerant of the presence ofthe boat. A spooked whale submerges and gets out of
the area out ofsight. Neither the whale nor the spectators benefit from harassment.
Curious humpback near whale watch boat sitting motionless in the water.
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The skills involved in being around marine mammals, without disturbing their natural behavior,
are not sufficiently described in most whale watch guidelines. For instance, some guidelines say
boats will stay 100 yards from a whale. A whale doing what? A gray whale swimming in a
straight line may be watched off to the side about 100 yards. A feeding blue whale may sound a
hundred yards away but come up right next to the boat, at which time it would be dangerous to
the whale for the boat to move away. Guidelines in Stellwagen Bank National Marine Sanctuary
say to have the boat in neutral until a whale moves away. Those guidelines also have a "Stand-
by zone" from 300 to 600 feet, with a two-vessel limit there and a no-wake rule for both
approach and departure. From 100 to 300 feet. there is to be one vessel only, and the vessel's
time with any whale is to be limited to 15 minutes when other vessels are within 600 feet.
Distance from the whale isn't the whole story either. Sitting in the water, a boat's engines can
disturb whales if the sound is not steady. Frequent changing ofgears, swivelling, bursts of
power to hold position: all these are quite evident to whales and may cause them to stay
submerged or change direction. Running up on whales is quite evident - there should be no
"white water" around the boat either on approach or when turning to leave in a direction away
from the whale. This sounds like so much common sense, but whale watch skippers are hired
without experience, nor even awareness that the skills are needed.
Easy practice can be made by handling a boat around pinnipeds without changing their behavior.
Keeping a gentle presence at a respectful distance around hauled-out seals and sea lions will
result in their remaining there, in natural behavior, and with good photo opportunities for
passengers.
The Monterey Bay Aquarium asks boaters to stay 50 feet from sea otters. Approaching and
leaving the area around a resting sea otter is again important. They too are engaged in resting or
feeding that is essential to their well-being, and the pleasure or education ofboaters is less
important. Mother otters with pups are particularly delicate. Monterey skippers do well to stay
away from mothers with young, be it otters or whales.
Magnum Force,
lead whale watch
boat ofMonterey
Spon Fishing,
supporter of
ACSMB.
. Because ofthe large herds of feeding dolphins offCentral California, skills in placing boats
among them are particularly important. In the past, because of the dolphins' speed and
sometimes attraction to the boat. skippers would drive straight into a pod. Monterey's vessel
operators try to coordinate their movements around marine mammals and there has been heated
discussion on the subject of dolphins. Because they are such a treat to passengers, and an easy
lesson about the importance of preserving marine productivity in Monterey. sightings of
dolphins are welcome on whale watch tours. Again, a slow approach is important. With a
moving pod ofdolphins, the boat should be well to the side ofthe group. When dolphins move
toward the boat, speed must be less than the dolphins' and the direction ofmovement must be
slow and steady: no surprises. Natural swimming patterns ofdolphins are easily observed: bow-
riding, wake-surfing, even mating. Leaving the pod is again gradual and slow. When free of the
dolphins, it is like a reward when a few swim to catch up and leap beside the boat, enjoying the
speed.
Such skills require long observation and a sense ofthe animals. Whale watch skippers must use
a combination of instinct and learning, with a personal philosophy that the welfare ofthe
animals comes first. What law enforcement personnel understand these details? What writers of
federal guidelines are interested in education before policing? How many have actually been out
on the water with whale watch skippers, in order to know what actions do and do not preserve
the animal's natural behavior? None of us want marine mammals to be "loved to death" like
some ofour park areas. It is virtually impossible to be around marine mammals without
impacting them in some way, whether we are doing research, photography, or just enjoying
them. It is possible, however, for whales and whale watchers to co-exist, and it requires care and
knowledge - from private or commercial boaters - and from governments.
With Gray Whales in Baja
Jerry Loomis was naturalist with agroup of people who had aGray whale experience in Baja, Mexico. last
month. I was so fascinated by Jerry's description of the trip that I asked him to do the following "interview"
for Soundings. -ala
What company did you go with and did they seem suitably sensitive to environment, whales. education?
Baja Expeditions are extremely sensitive to the desert and whales and their guests in the base
camp.
Baja can be pretty remote. How did you get to the site and how were the accommodations?
We flew in on a DC-3 built in 1943 that was in the invasion ofNonnandy, which has been
totally cared for with new turbo props. You stay in wall tents which are large and you eat in
Mash tents, the food is marvelous. Every thing is clean.
What was your first sighting of whales?
We saw and touched cow calfpairs from the first hour of the first trip to the last trip, and
watched every other type ofbehavior that you could think of
How many whales were around at anyone time?
There were as many 42 cow calfpairs in the lagoon at in one time with a total of 195 whales
counted where they can be watched.
What was it like at night?
The nights are cold and windy, but the stars are beyond belief. Take a star chart.
I assume whales approached
the panga (small boat).
What were the rules for being
with them?
16 pangas are allowed on the
lagoon for two hour periods.
If there are fewer pangas you
can stay longer. The panga
operators are much more law
abiding than I could believe.
They make the whales come
to them, but once the whales
come, everyone goes crazy
and is reduced to child- like
adults.
Cont'd next page
Blow holes ofyoung gray whale.
How and where did they seem to want to be touched?
The calves like to have their heads and mouths rubbed.
What does awhale feel like to your touch?
The whales' skin feels like cold smooth rubber, until they begin to have barnacles. The calves
are totally clean.
Would you do the trip again?
I will do another trip next year, it will be my fourth. It's a totally spiritual thing that can't be
duplicated any where in the world I hope to get the chapter involved in the trip either late in
February or early in March 2003.
Picture credits: Photos in this issue were taken from whale watch boats in Monterey Bay by Esta Lee Albright. The
drawings on the cover are by M. BIos for the anicJe: Durham, H. Wyatt. 1965. "Geology ofthe Galapagos," Pacific
Discovery 18 (5):3-6.
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£o.oJi and Listen for Humpback Whales
March brought our first repeated Humpback Whale sightings ofthe spring. On one
whale watch trip northwest ofPt Pinos, among a half dozen Gray Whales and several hundred
Pacific White-sided Dolphins, there was a swish ofa whale's tail fluke. "Whoa!" I said. "That's
something we don't see often .... a Gray Whale slapping the water with tail flukes....... Whoops!
The reason that looked odd for a Gray Whale is because that's really a Humpback Whale!"
Two or three Humpbacks were reported for several days just outside Pt. Pinos, and one
passenger reported seeing Humpbacks breaching offPt. Lobos. It's rather early. Passengers are
even more surprised than we are to see Humpbacks in March. "Are they migrating, too?" we're
asked.
The next question about Humpbacks is usually, "Are they on their way to Hawaii?"
Television programs filmed in the clear waters ofHawaii, when Humpbacks are there in the
winter, lead people to associate Humpbacks with Hawaii, and not Monterey.
The truth is that there are rather distinct populations ofHumpbacks in most of the
world's oceans. As with other species ofbaleen whales, their annual cycle puts them in cold,
nutrient-rich waters to feed and the warm tropics to breed. There is occasional crossover of
individual whales from one population to another, but scientists studying the various groups
name feeding grounds and breeding grounds, and they try to figure out who goes where by using
the familiar ID marks under flukes, profiles ofdorsal fins, sloughed skin for DNA analysis, and
even tagging.
The North Pacific Humpbacks use about 4 breeding areas. Those breeding in Hawaii
feed in Alaska. Humpbacks feeding here in Monterey in summer and fall usually winter south of
Baja or west ofCentral America. Humpbacks breeding near Japan, Philippines, China, the
Mariana and Marshall Islands, may feed in the Bering Sea or northwestern Pacific. There is a
small group wintering south ofBaja, near an island called Socorro, that goes all the way to
Alaska to feed. According to John Calambokidis of Cascadia Research, at a recent ACS
meeting, the Socorro Humpbacks go past Monterey early. Perhaps we're seeing them now.
The most well-studied population ofHumpbacks feeds in the North Atlantic, from
Maine to Norway, and breeds mostly in the Caribbean. Historically, a few of these bred in the
Cape Verde Islands. Many that feed in the GulfofMaine are recorded and named, and a female
named "Salt" has been a celebrity with New England whale watchers for 25 years.
In the southern hemisphere, Humpbacks feed in Antarctic waters and head toward the
equator to breed. It's possible some even cross the equator and use waters west ofCentral
America in their winter and our summer. One humpback identified in both the Antarctic and
waters off Colombia now holds the record for longest migration by a mammal. There is a
breeding population ofHumpbacks around Madagascar, western Africa, West Australia, Coral
Sea, west of South America, east of South America. Tonga, in the South Pacific, offers whale
watching cruises among Humpbacks breeding there. These South Pacific whales often have
much more white coloration on their undersides.
A different population is found in the northern Indian Ocean and the Arabian Sea,
eastward around India and Sri Lanka. These seem to stay in the same waters year round.
Humpbacks breeding near Japan may feed in the Bering Sea or northwestern Pacific.
Humpbacks are still considered endangered species. Even though some populations
seem to be recovering nicely, the number still must overcome the fact that whalers killed about
95 per cent ofthe world's Humpbacks before the 1960s. Under the "subsistence whaling" by
indigenous peoples, Bequia whalers kill perhaps two per year and are under much pressure from
Japan to support a return to commercial whaling.
The catalog ofID marks for "our" Humpbacks is held by Cascadia Research. There is an
estimate of900+ Humpbacks feeding offCal ifornia, Oregon and occasionally Washington. The
opportunistic Humpbacks gulp-feed on schools oflittle fish or on krill. They move around with
the food supply. Last fall numbers were reported far offshore of San Mateo County, not here.
During the past two years, the month of May has brought huge schools of small fish into the bay
and nearshore waters, with humpbacks feeding, leaping, flipper slapping and generally becoming
a graceful thrill to watchers both on boats and the shoreline.
Humpbacks are famous for their songs, which are vocalizations of males on the breeding
grounds. They seem to be tied to mating display: intersexual for males to attract females;
intrasexual, as a male dominance display; or both. Individuals slowly change the structure of
their songs. Whales ofan area pay attention to and copy each other so that all whales of a
population sing essentially the same song. (Frankel p.l13l) It is a joy to read descriptions ofthe
song by Roger Payne, one ofthe discoverers of Humpback songs.
"These songs are much longer than birdsongs and can last up to thirty minutes, though fifteen is
nearer the norm. They are divided into repeating phrases called themes. When the phrase is
heard to change (usually after a few minutes), it heralds the start of a new theme. Songs contain
from two to nine themes and are strung together without pauses so that a long singing session is
an exuberant, uninterrupted river of sound that can flow on for twenty-four hours or longer. The
pace of the song is very grand and extended and appears to me to be set by the slow rhythm of
ocean swells...." (Payne p.l44)
Somewhat less famous are Humpback nonsong vocalizations used for socializing or to
organize cooperative feeding. Whereas we haven't seen the same kind ofsophisticated bubble
feeding that happens in Alaska, Humpback sounds have been reported by local people at times,
without analysis. One description is by Adam S. Frankel:
"Humpbacks produce the feeding call while they are maneuvering underwater. The call has
been suggested to either coordinate the movements ofthe whales or manipulate prey. Recent
experiments played back feeding calls to herring, which responded by fleeing from the call.
These observations suggest that prey manipulation is the most likely function ofthis call. [It] is a
nearly constant frequency tone lasting between 5 and 10 sec. It has been compared to the sound
ofa train whistle. It is often repeated in a series of calls, and there is sometimes a shift of
frequency at the end of the series ofcalls. There is variation in the frequency of the call, but
most are between 500 and 550 Hz." (Frankel p.1132)
I have been fascinated by songs ofhumpbacks heard both while I was in warm Caribbean
water, and in the air as we drifted in a boat on the surface. There is nothing to be compared to
the sounds. Even though we are not so comfortable floating in our cold Monterey water to listen
to possible whale cans, awareness and attention my bring us the gift of that experience. -ela
Sources:
Clapham, Phillip 1. "Humpback Whale, Megaptera novaeangliae." in Encyclopedia ofMarine Mammals. Academic
Press, 2002.
Frankel, Adam S. "Sound Production." in Encyclopedia of Marine Mammals, Academic Press, 2002.
Payne, Roger. Among Whales. Scribners, 1995.
Rice. Dale W. Marine Mammals of the World: Systematics and Distribution. The Society for Marine Mammalogy,
Special Pub. No.4, 1998.
Sightings
For several years, Richard TemulJo has compiled the list and map of sightings of marine
mammals, as reported by boat skippers and groups around the Central Coast. THANKS,
Richard!
ACS 3/30/02
Date #of Location Obs
animals
HUMPBACK WHALE
Humpback Whales will make their way into Monterey Bay and become the dominant
baleen whale by the end of April.
3n 3 .5 mi N Pt: Pinos BW
3/15 1 3.5 mi SW Pt. Pinos HN
3/27 1 Off Del Monte Beach UNK
3/27 2 4.5 mi W Moss Landing HT
GRAVWHALE
The Gray Whale migration has been at the peak of the northbound migration and will
slowly decline in numbers. The movement of mothers and calves will commence with
sightings close to shore and along kelp beds. They can be seen from shore sites such as
Pt. Lobos. This is the season to be lookine for Dredation events bv Killer Whales.
KILLER WHALE
3/8 10 Near MBAR! buoy JK
3/21 20 Near Pt. Piedras Blancas SWFC
3/24 12 4.5 mi NW Pt. Pinos HT
Transients, they were in the area of GRAV WHALES but did not initiate any attack.
BoTILENOSE DOLPIDN
3/4 12 Near Plaza Hotel MBW
3/29 15-20 Near Monterey breakwater GF
RIsso's DOLPIDN
There are thirteen sightings of up to25oo individuals scattered throughout the Bay and
outer waters.
PACIFIC WIUTE-SIDED DOLPIUN
3/1 50 2 mi. N Pt. Pinos MBW
Associated with 2500 RIsso's DoLPIUN.
3/9 800 4.5 mi. W Pt. Pinos MBW
Associated with 1 HUMPBACK WHALE.
3/28 1150 4 mi W Pt. Pinos MBW
Associated with 80 NORTHERN RIGHT WHALE DOLPIUN. 600 RISSO'S DOLPIUN.
Observed to harass 3-5 erOUDS of GRAY WHALES.
3/29 10 2.5 mi NW Pt. Pinos MBW
Associated with 750 RIsso's DOLPIDN ans 10 NORTIlERN RIGHT WHALE DOLPIDN,
NORTHERN RIGHT WHALE DOLPHIN
3/3 2 1.5 mi W Cypress Pt. MBW
Associated with 75 RIsso's DOLPIDN.
LONG-BEAKED COMMON DOLPIfiN
There are sixteen sightings scattered througout the Bay and outer waters.
DALL'S PORPOISE
3/1 12 7 mi NW Pt. Pinos HN
3/5 12 2.5 mi. NW Pt. Pinos MBW
3/20 4 5 mi NW Pt. Pinos MBW
3/23 6 1.5 mi NW Pt. Pinos MBW
HARBOR PORPOISE
3/ll I 3 mi. N Hopkins Marine Station MBW
A sighting of a dead individual.
NORTHERN ELEPHANT SEAL
3/30 l(male) 1 mi. W Pt. Pinos buoy MBW
CALIFORNIA SEA LION
Seen in Monterey Harbor and on the Monterey Breakwater. Numbers seem to be
increasing lately.
PACIFIC HARBOR SEAL
Seen From Monterey Harbor to Pt. Lobos and in Elkhorn Slough.
SOUTHERN (CALIFORNIA) SEA OlTER
Seen along the edges of the Bay and a short distance offshore.
LEATHERBACK SEA TURTLE
3/3 1 3 mi W Pt. Pinos LO
.GF, G. Fisher, JK, J. Klusemue, TL. T. Lorenz, MBW, Monterey Bay Whalewatch, HN,
H. Neece, SWFC, Southwest Fisheries Center, HT, H. Tiura, LO, L. Oliver, UNK,
Unknown, MR, M. Ricketts, BW, B. Weed, WW, W. Williamson
Northern Right Whales: (From San Luis Obispo Tribune), April 5, 2002) Two rare Northern Right Whales were
visible only briefly on March 20 before disappearing in a fog bank otT Point Piedras Blancas. Scientists Richard
Rowlette and Wayne Perryman were observers in the annual count of northbound gray whale calves when they saw a
large black back, smooth with no dorsal fin, then flukes and a paddle-shaped fin. Aerial search the next day didn't
find the whales but Rowlette said they are "70 per cent certain" they were Northern Right Whales. Rowlette saw
one in the same area in 1995. There is an estimate that only 25 right whales remain in the eastern Pacific, ranging
from Mexico to Alaska. -ela
American Cetacean Society, Monterey Bay Chapter * P.O. Box H.E., Pacific Grove, CA 93950
Dear ~~Soundings" Readers and Valued Members,
We hope you will enjoy reading this issue of"Soundings," the newsletter ofthe Monterey Bay Chapter
ofthe American Cetacean Society.
Membership in our chapter helps us to host monthly meetings with GREAT speakers....
......fund student projects related to our mission ......
......provide infonnation to ACS members and the general public on cetaceans and the ocean
environment.
Read about all this at our web site: hnp:llwww,starrsites,comJacsmb
Please consider becoming a member, or we hope you will renew your membership, ofACS Monterey
Bay. Contact me, or any ofthe board members listed inside the newsletter, ifyou have questions.
Membership, including "Soundings" $35
Please send a check made out to ACS Monterey Bay at the above address.
Sincerely,
Jerry Loomis
President
The Wandering Gray Whales
Gray Whales in San Francisco Bay A
Program by the Oceanic Soc.
GUy Oliver, et al (Printed in
Abstracts of the Biennial Conference
on the Biology of Marine Mammals,
Vancouver, B.C., Nov. 28 - Dec. 3,
2001)
.•• [excerpted] Since 1997 reports of
gray whales within the Bay have
become increasingly common even
though the Bay is surrounded by a
population of over 6,000,000 humans
and is one of the busiest seaports
in the United States. In 1999 the
Oceanic Society initiated a program
to document this new pattern
consisting of opportunistic and
systematic shipboard surveys, a
network of Bay users to report
sightings and a photo-id catalog of
individual whales. In 1999 gray
whales were found within the Bay on
39 days, in 2000 on 64 days, and so
far in 2001 on 116 days. Over 90%
of all the sightings have occurred
during the northbound migration,
February through May. Whales of all
age classes have been observed
although the majority have been
juveniles between 25 and 37 feet in
length. Whales have been observed
from the extreme southern to the
extreme northern ends of the Bay,
with the preponderance of sightings
occurring in the middle portion.
They have been observed traveling,
milling, socializing and foraging.
While numerous studies have
documented that shipping and
acoustic disturbance cause cetaceans
to abandon traditional habitats and
alter their migration routes, this
is the first study to demonstrate a
cetacean species expanding its usage
into such a heavily trafficked
environment. While individual
residence times remain unknown,
there is concern that foraging
whales are exposed to toxic
contaminants in the sediments.
Additionally, proposed bridge and
airport construction may cause
increased disturbance sufficient for
the whales to cease utilizing the
Bay.
Gray Whales Meander Past the
Washington Coast (Tuesday, March 26,
2002, THE OLYMPIAN newspaper,
Olympia, WA, article by N.S.
Nokkentved. As posted on the Whale
Watch Listserv ... excerpted)
OLYMPIA - Whale-watching season is
upon us, and nobody watches whales
more intently than John
Calambokidis. ~Some years we get a
lot of animals in South Sound
waters, some years we don't get
any," said the Olympia researcher.
From mid-March through May, gray
whales return to the Pacific
Northwest on their way from the warm
waters of the Mexican coast to the
rich arctic waters of the Bering and
Chukchi seas. Many make their way
into bays and inlets along the way.
A few - maybe six - find their way
to northern Puget Sound around
Whidbey Island. And toward the end
of the migration season, several
more often move into southern Puget
Sound, including South Island.
~This is where they come to feed,"
Calambokidis said from his second-
floor office of Cascadia Research
Collective, overlooking Percival
Landing and the Olympia waterfront.
In the early 1980s, Cal~okidis and
Cascadia Research determined that
the group of about 250 whales known
as ~seasonal residents" return year
after year to Washington waters and
other places along the coast from
California to Southeast Alaska.
This group includes the whales that
come into Grays Harbor to the
delight of whale watchers.
The whale can be identified by the
patterns of pigmentation and scars
on its sides. The bulk of the
estimated 26,000 gray whales,
however, migrate more than 12,000
miles from winter calving inlets
along Baja California to northern
feeding areas.
(Continued on last page)
Some die from killer whale attacks
and ship collisions, and some get
entangled in fishing nets. But most
die from lack of food - perhaps a
sign that the whale population is
nearing its habitat carrying
capacity, he said.
Wandering Grays continued
The few whales that make it to
central and southern Puget Sound and
Hood Canal are often unhealthy and
most of them end up dead,
Calambokidis said. The numbers vary
from year to year, from a couple up
to a couple of fozen, and most years
at least one makes it to South
Sound.~;~e._...:;¥..b.fi_~~
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The Newsletter ofthe Monterey Bay Chapter ofACS
AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIETY - MONTEREY BAY CHAPTER
Monthly meeting at HOPKINS MARINE STATION. Lecture Hall, Boatworks Building
(Across from the American Tin Cannery Outlet Stores)
Date:
Time:
Thursday, May 30th 2002
Come for refreshments at 7:00 p.m.
MeetiDg begins promptly at 7:30 p.m.
STRONG TURNOUT EXPECTED.
SEATING LIMITED.
Speaker:
Title:
Chuck Davis, Professional Underwater Photographer and Cinematographer
Keiko - the journey home.
The program will describe the saga ofKeiko, an adult male Killer whale, captured along with several others
near Iceland in 1979 when he was approximately two years old. He was first sold to Marineland in Ontario,
Canada, then in 1985 to the Reina Aventura, an amusement park in Mexico City. In 199i he was filmed in
the title role of tile Warner Bros. film "Free Willy". The proceeds from the huge success oftbis film were
used in part to buy his freedom. The first step was expert care and rehabilitation at the Oregon Coast
Aquarium, Newport, from 1996-1998. Then in September that year he was flown to Iceland and h'berated
into a large floating pen at Klettsvik in the Wesnnan Islands. His first experience ofthe natural world since
his capture nearly 20 years before.
Our speaker, the official photographer for the Free Willy FOWldation (now Ocean Futures Society) visits
Iceland each summer to film the project as efforts continue to reunite Keiko with a wild orca pod, ifpossible
his natal group.
Chuck Davis is a professional underwater film maker, directs IMAX films, is a Pacific Grove resident and the
author of "Pacific Reefs" ,Chronicle Books 1991. Using slides and video we will learn of the supreme efforts
to rehabilitate and safely return this approximately 24 year old veteran to his native Icelandic waters. Please
join us for a thrilling and heartwarming story.
Above photos ofKeiko by Chuck Davis.
ACS Monterey Bay Chapter website: www.SUlIT5ites.comIlICSIIlhI
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The American Cetacean Society 8th International
Conference will take place October 4th. 5th, and 6th, 2002
in downtown Seattle. The conference venue will be at the
Tov..n Hall. This location is within walking distance to many
major hotels as well as the Aguarium on the waterfront, the
Art Museum. Pike Place Public Market (and all the
restaurants in the vicinity), and Pioneer Sguare.
Our presenters and panelists are among the world's leading
marine biologists and mammalogists, environmental writers
and artists, government officials and ocean explorers.
Information on field trips and other events will be posted
here when available.
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Webmaster: Evelyn Starr
American Cetacean Society
Monterey Bay Chapter
P.O. Box HE
Pacific Grove CA 93950
To receive conference registration information via email:
acsra1pobox.com
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Sightings
Compiled by Richard Temullo
Date #of Location Ob
animals
HUMPBACK WHALE
There are 32 sightings ofup to 15-20 individuals mostly on shelfwaters in Monterey
Bay feeding on Northern Anchovy and Pacific Sardine. Humpback Whales are the
most frequently sighted large cetacean in Monterey Bay. They will continue to be so
until Blue Whales arrive in late June and earlv Julv.
GRAY WHALES
Gray Whales with mothers and young are transiting our area and have been attacked
by Killer Whales. There are at least 2-3 observed or probable attacks and another 2-3
possible attacks. This appears to be good year ofcalf production, judging from
cow/calf from the Piedras Blancas count station.
I
KILLER WHALE
4/4 I male 2 mi NW Pt Pinos SD
Probablv CA165 a male seen often bv himself.
4/4 4 Near Hurricane Pt. unk
Attacking a Grav Whale/calf
4/5 5 4 mi W Pt Pinos LO
Contained the male tnln~ient CA24
4/6 8 1.5 mi SW Pt. Pinos MBW
Killed something. Contained CA 26, 39,50,187, and a very young calf Celebrated
with much breachini! and social behavior.
4/9 6 4 mi NW Moss Landing lIN
The so-called "friendly pod" minus the sprouter (that is a male undergoing puberty
that occurs from about 12-19 years old) male CA160, and the females CA50,and 51
two juveniles and the suspected calfofCA50, now about 3 years old. Enthusiastically
rode the bow ofthe boat and close (less than 2 meters!) alongside giving a fantastic
show. They have shown a distinct preference to patrol this area at this time ofyear.
They have been seen taking Harbor Seals and Gray Whales. CA160 has been seen
taking or harassing Rhinoceros Auklets on 3 occasions. They are also featured in
Silent Killers ofMonterey Bay to be shown by National Geographic soon on national
TV
4/11 30? 5 mi S Santa Cruz MB
Later seen eating a Gray Whale, No identifications available at this time. Observers
forced to return to Monterey due to gale conditions. On the day previously, private
boaters reported Killer Whales attacking a Gray Whale being attacked 2 mi w Soquel
Canvon in about 150 feet of water. That would be about 2 mi SSW Santa Cruz.
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4/13 12-15 4.5 mi NW Moss Landing MBW
Another nossible kill?
4/18 6 3.5 mi NW Moss Landing KS
4120 . I 8 mi S Santa Cruz TZ
4128 20 2.5 mi SW Pt. Pinos CB
Killed and ate I Gray Whale. This group contained CA122. also seen participating in a
Grav Whale kill offnorthem Vancouver Island.
Risso's DOLPHIN
4/4 180 2 mi W Cvoress Pt. MBW
Associated with 50 PACIFIC WHITE-SIDED DOLPHIN
4/7 40 .3.5 mi SW Pt. Pinos MBW
Associated with some NORmERN RIGHT WHALE DOLPHIN.
4/9 250 1.5 mi W Cypress Pt MBW
Associated with 100 PACIFIC WHITE-SIDE DOLPHIN, 50 NORTHERN RIGHT WHALE
DOLPHIN and 2 HUMPBACK WHALES.
4/11 12 . 2 mi W Salinas River NL
4/29 500 9 mi NW Pt. Pinos RNPL
Associated with 100 PACIFIC WHITE-SIDED DOLPHIN.
BOTILENOSE DOLPHIN
3/29 15-20 Near Monterev Breakwater GF
PACIFIC WHITE-SIDED DOLPHIN
4/5 . 3000 3.5 mi SW Pt. Pinos MBW I
Associated with 500 NORTHERN RIGHT WHALE DOLPHIN and 2500 RIsso's
DoLPHIN.
4/7 300 2.5 mi NW Pt. Pinos MBW
LoNG BEAKED COMMON DOLPHIN
4/4 200 3 mi W Soldier's Club MBW
4/6 150 2 mi W Soldiers Club HN
This group was last seen on 4120 after 8 more sightings. The key to confirming that it
was the same group was the presence ofan individual with a broken mandible that was
rotated about 80 degrees to the left. The group was also apparently heavily colonized
bv diatoms nossiblv due to exoosure to cooler water.
4
HARBoR PORPOISE
4/9 1+2 2 mi W Soldier's Club MBW
4/18 1+4 2 mi W Soldier's Club MBW
4/19 2 1.5 mi W Marina Beach MBW
4/20 2-3+2 2 mi W Soldier's Club MBW
There are numerous sightings of these porpoise after the last date associated with
feeding Humpback Whales. It is not clear ifthe porpoise are feeding with the whales
or simply attracted to an area ofhigh prey concentration. However whenever the was
Humpback Whales laterally lunging near the surface through schools ofprey
numerous Harbor Porpoise would immediately appear. Perhaps they were
opportunistically feeding on the crippled fish left behind by the whales.
Northern Elenhsnt Seal
4/13 1 1.5 mi NW Pt Pinos MBW
CAliFORNIA SEA LION
There are about 1000 on Monterey Breakwater. Numbers ofadult males should
increase as the southward mim-ation mns momentum
PACIFIC HARBOR SEAL
Seen from rocky shores from Monterey Harbor to Pt. Lobos and in Elkhorn Slough.
This is also the best time to observe the snriDiz Dunnimz season
SOUl1lERN SEA OrTER
Seen from rockv shores from Monterev Harbor to Pt Lobos
Leatherback Sea Turtle
4/21 1 Monterev Bav unk
MB, M. Baxter, SO, S. Dutton, GF, G. Fisher, NL, N. Lemon, MBW, Monterey Bay
Wbalewatch, HN, H. Neece, LO, L. Oliver, RIV PL, RIV Pt. Lobos, KS, K.. Stagnaro,
unk, unkown, TZ, T. Zoliniack
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LOCAL VVHALE VVATCEUNG
Humpback whales, dolphins, killer whales.
Check out your local whale watch website for sightings or call for reservations!
MONTEREY BAY WHALEWATCH MONTEREY SPORT FISHING &
M-TH lOAM TO IpM WHALEWATCH
FR,SA, SU 9AM & 2PM DAILY TRIPS, 10-1, 1:30-4:30
CALL 831-375-4658 CALL 831-372-2203
FOR INFORMATION AND RESERVATIONS. FOR INFORMATION AND RESERVATIONS.
AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIETY MEMBERSHIP ApPLICATION
o New Membership/Subscription CJ Renewal Membership/Subscription 0 Gift Membership/Subscription
Membership Levels and Annual Dues:
o Lifetime, $750 0 Family, $45
o Patron. $500 0 Active, $35
o Contributing, $250 0 StudentfTeacher/Senior, $25
o Supporting. $75 0 Subscription only·, $15/12 issues
o Foreign, $45 (*not entitled to membership benefits)
Name: _
Address: _
City:,--:_--=:--=- -:--=-- - ------,State,---.Zip.----
o Check 0 MasterCard 0 Visa Credit Card No.
------------Exp.Date. _
Signllture: _
Make checks payable to: ACSIMonterey Bay Chapter
Return to: Membership Secretary, ACS Monterey Bay Chapter
P.O. Box HE, Pacific Grov~CA 93950 ACS Chapter: ##24
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Calendar
Spring-Summer 2002
Blue Whales Have Arrived! Captain Fred Benko's new boat. the 72 foot Condor Express commenced whale watching in April 2002.
The Condor Express measure 72 '26.5" and cany 149 passengers and 3 crew members and is able to attain cruising speeds of30 knots.
The blue wbales arrived in the Santa Barbara Channel on May 3 foraging on pelagic red crabs and it appears that the summer feeding
season has begun. For more information lfllU 805-963-3564.
July262002
ACS Monterey Bay Chapter Salmon BBQ at Pebble Beach Indian Village. Starts at 6pm. $10 per person. CaU Jerry Loomis at 831-
625-2120 for more information.
July 27 2002
ACS Los Angeles Chapter Blue Whale Watch. 8AM-3PM. Departs from Sea Landing in Santa Barbara aboard the new Condor
Express. For more information call 310-548-6279.
August 10 2002
ACS National Blue Whale Watch. 8AM-3PM Departs from Sea Landing in Santa Barbara aboard the new Condor Express. $75
for members; $80 for non-members. For more information call 310-548-6279.
Augu.rt/72002
ACS Monterey Bay Chapter FaralJon Island Trip. Departs from HalfMoon Bay at 7:45am. Cost $50. Call Jerry Loomis at 831-
625-2120 for more information.
September 14th
ACS Monterey Bay Chapter Blue Wbale Summer Wbalewatch Trip. 8:00 a.m. - 12 noon. Monterey Sport Fishing. Call 831-
372-2203 for more information.
American Cetacean Society
Monterey Bay Chapter
P.O.BoxHE
Pacific Grove CA 93950
WW\V.starrsitcs.comIacsrnbl
Hopkins Marine Station Library
Ocean View Blvd.
Pacific Grove, CA 93950
Nonprofit
Organization
U.S. Postage
PAID
Monterey. CA
Permit No. 338
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AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIETY - MONTEREY BAY CHAPTER
Monthly meeting at HOPKINS MARINE STATION, Lecture Hall, Boatworks Building
(Across from the American Tin Cannery Outlet Stores)
Date: Thursday, June
27th 2002
Time: 7:30 p.m.
Speaker: Dan Gotshall,
Marine Biologist and
Professional Underwater
Photographer
Title: British Columbia:
underwater and above.
Pholograph by Dan GOlshall.
The rich waters around
Vancouver Island are a big
draw to marine scientists and underwater explorers. Our speaker has visited many different areas of
this enormous island and we wilJ learn of the fishes and invertebrates of this cold water region, well
known to ACS members for its Orca pods. Black bears feed along the shore and our speaker visited
a mainland inlet famous for its Grizzly bears which graze in the tidal sedge meadows while
awaiting the arrival ofsalmon in nearby streams.
Dan is a retired senior marine biologist-supervisor in the California Department of Fish and Game.
With his wife he founded Sea Challengers Inc., a Monterey publishing company, specializing in
natural history field guides with an emphasis on marine life. He has authored and co-authored five
books including the best selling "Pacific Inshore Fishes".
Please join us for a new look at one of the West Coast's most beautiful areas.
ACS Monterey Bay Chapter website: www.s1amlites.comlacsmbl
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H igh Diversity During Summer in the Monterey Bay. Blue whaleshave arrived in the Monterey Bay! June 12th, 2002, was the firstofficial sighting of blue whales in Monterey Bay. Captain Richard
Temullo of the SeaWoJfII spotted blues four miles west of Point Pinos,
where they were foraging on krill. Four more bJue whales were see on June
131\ possibly the same four from the previous day. We should expect larger
numbers to arrive any day. Fifty blues were seen in the Santa Barbara
Channel on June 81h and 9th, so large numbers of blues feeding in Monterey
Bay is imminent. Last year, on August 2 and 11'h, 2001,35 blues were seen
by Monterey Bay Whalewatch; and in fact Monterey Bay Whalewatch
observed blue whales on SO consecutive trips. Blues should continue
feeding in the Monterey Bay through September or October.
Alan Baldridge, Program Chair
baldridge@redshift.com
Tony Lorenz, Newsletter Editor
tonylorenz@rcdsbift,com
Barbara Oliver, Newsletter Mailing
bordh@aotcom
Summer brings incredible diversity to the Bay. Many people are still
only familiar with the southbound and northbound migration of the Pacific
gray whale. Almost all ACS members all go on at least one gray whale
watching trip during the migration, or perhaps to Point Lobos or Point Pinos
hoping to catch a glimpse of the awesome migration the grays take every
year, but the best time ofthe year to observe whales not migrating but
feeding is the summer and faU.
P.s. This is our lasl newsleller. Robin and I have a nell' baby, Matteo, who is
happily reqlliring all our lime. We have enjoyed writing and prodllcing lhis
nell'sleller and will cOlllribule in the!lIIure, iflime permils.
Scientific Advisory Committee
WebmDSter: Evelyn Starr
Summer and fall is truly the best time ofyear to observe many different
species of cetaceans, up to 27 different species, as well as incredible
behaviors other than migration. Some behaviors include racing blue whales,
lunge feeding and breaching humpbacks, transient killer whales feeding on
pinnipeds, and rare beaked whales in pursuit ofsquid. The sperm whale
with its enormous brain also comes to Monterey Bay, along with mixed
species aggregations ofbaleen whales and delphinids. Fin whales are more
common offshore but are occasionaUy seen in Monterey Bay, especiaHy
during an EI Nino year. Leatherback seaturtles, black footed albatross,
hundreds of thousands ofsooty shearwaters and countless bird species make
Monterey Bay their summer home. It is also possible to see six species of
pinnipeds; two species before one even leaves the harbor. Phytoplankton,
zooplankton, krill, blue whales, jellies, turtles, mola mola, blue sharks, great
white sharks, squid. tuna - you name it - all feed herein the awesome
Monterey Bay.
Jud Vander\'ere
JenyLoomis
Libby Osnes·Eric
Alan Baldridge
Tom Kieckhefer
JoGuerrcro
Esta Lee Albright
American Cetacean Society
Monterey Bay Chapter
P.O. Box HE
Pacific Grove CA 93950
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"ww.starrsites.comlacsmbl
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Compiled by Richard Temullo
Date #of Location Obs
animals
HUMPBACK WHALE
There are 42 sightings of up to 20 individuals mostly on shelf waters. By mid month cow/calf
pairs began to be seen. By the last week ofthe month whales appeared to move as anchovy and
sardine schools began to disperse. We hopefully should see some movement offshore and
alone canvon edges as krill swanns begin to form.
GRAY WHALE
5/11 ](dead) .25 mi N Otter Pt. DO
MINKE WHALE
5J25 1 Near Little Sur River GF
-SPERM WHALE
5/25 1 4 mi SW Moss Landing LO
5/27 1 9 mi W Moss landinI! SO
There are other suspected sightings of this whale. It appears to be the same male seen the past
three vears.
KILLER WHALE
5/5 6 6.5 mi S Santa Cruz KS
5/9 8 5 mi S Santa Cruz KS
5/11 1 2 mi W Pt. Lobos WW
5/19 5 2 mi S CVDress Pt. JL
RIsso's DoLPHIN
5/4 200 4.5 mi W Pt. Pinos MBW
5/5 500 .7S N Hopkins Marine Station JW
5/5 30 4 mi W Pt. Pinos MEW
Associated with ] PACIFIC WHITE-SIDED DOLPHIN
5/6 100 3 mi SW Moss Landing MBW
5/8 500 2 mi WPt. Joe HN
3

Associated with 100 PACIFIC WHITE-SIDED DOLPHIN and 1 HUMPBACK WHALE.
5/11 100 2 mi W Pt. Joe HN
5/16 400 3 mi. SW Moss Landing MBW
5/19 1000 5 mi NW Pt. Pinos MBW
Associated with 200 PACIFIC WHITE-SIDED DOLPHIN.
5/22 150 8 mi NW Pt. Pinos MBW
Associated with 20 PACIFIC WHITE-SIDED DOLPHIN.
5/26 10 9 mi NNW Pt. Pinos MBW
5/26 600 5 mi WSW Pt. Pinos MBW
Associated with 200 PACIFIC WHITE-SIDED DOLPHIN.
PACIFIC WHITE-SIDED DOLPHIN
5/4 500 7 mi WNW Pt. Pinos WW
5/6 800 5 mi W Moss Landing MBW
5/9 10 7 mi NW Pt. Pinos WW
Associated with lOPACIFIC WHITE-SIDED DOLPHIN.
5/11 20 7 mi SW Moss Landing MEW
5/12 100 9 mi. W Moss Landing JW
5/15 100 9 mi W Moss Landing SO
5/2] 75 8 mi NW Pt. Pinos mbw
Associated with 150 RJsso's DOLPHIN.
5/23 500 4.5 mi W Moss Landing MEW
Associated with 1000 RISSO'S DOLPHIN.
5/25 200 Cannel Bay NL
Associated with 500 RIsso's DOLPHIN.
5/31 400 8 mi NW Pt. Pinos MEW
Associated with 800 RISSO'S DOLPHIN.
NOR11IERN RlGHT WHALE DOLPHIN
5/27 100 4.5 mi SW Moss Landing MBWl
Associated With 200 PACIFIC WHITE-SIDED DOLPHIN and 400 RISSO'S DOLPHIN.
Ii
5
H PARBOR 'ORPOISE
5/4 10+10+10 1.5 mi W Marina Bch SM
5/5 2-3 1.5 MI W Marina Bch MEW
5/11 12 2 mi W Marina Bch. MBW
Associated 1) with 8 HUMPBACK WHALES.
5/17 4 2 mi W Marina Bch. MBW
5/19 7 2.5 mi W Marina Bch. MBW
Associated 1) with 12 HUMPBACK WHALES.
5123 2 2 mi W Salinas River MBW
5/23 2 4 mi W Pajaro River MBW
5/26 2 2 mi W Marina Bch MBW
5/31 2 2 mi W Marina Bch MBW
5/31 4 2 mi W Monterey Beach Colony MBW
Associated 11 with 8 HUMPBACK WHALES.
NORTIlERN FuR SEAL
5/26 J 6 mi W Pt. Pinos MBW
CALIFORNIA SEA LION
There are about 1000 hauled out on Monterey Breakwater. As a side note there are more than
100 active nests ofBrandt's Connorant on the breakwater with some recently hatched chicks.
The comoetition for soace must be fierce.
PACIFIC HARBOR SEAL
Seen from Monterev Harbor to Pt. Lobos and in Elkhorn Siouldt.
SOUTHERN (CALIFORNIA) SEA OrrER
Seen in Monterev Bav and alona rockv shorelines to Pt. Lobos.
DD, D. Davi, SD, S. Dutton, GF, G. Fisher, JL, J. Lancer, NL, N. Lemon, MBW,
Monterey Bay Whalewatch, SM, S. Munro, HN, H. Neece, LO, L. Oliver, KS, K.
Stagnaro, JW, J. Williamson, WW, W. Williamson
LocAL WHALE WATCHING
Blue whales, humpback whales, dolphins, killer whales.
Check out your local whale watch website for sightings or call for reservations!
MONTEREY BAYWHALEWATCH MONTEREY SPORT FISHING & WBALEWATCB
M-TH lOAM TO lpM DAlLY TRIPS, 10-1, 1:30-4:30
FR,SA, SU 9AM & 2PM CALL 831-372-2203
CALL 831-375-4658 FOR INFORMATION AND RESERVATIONS.
FOR INFORMATION AND RESERVATIONS.
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Spring-Summer 2002
Blue Whales Have Arrived! Captain Fred Benko's new boat, the 72 foot Condor Express commenced whale watching in April 2002.
The Condor Express measure 72 '26.5" and cany 149 passengers and 3 crew members and is able to attain cruising speeds of 30 knots.
The blue whales arrived in the Santa Barbara Channel on May 3 foraging on pelagic red crabs and it appears that the summer feeding
season has begun. For more infonnation call 805-963-3564.
July 26 2002
ACS Monterey Bay Chapter Salmon BBQ at Pebble Beach Indian Village. Starts at 6pm. $10 per person. Call Jeny Loomis at 831-
625-2120 for more infonnation.
July 27 2002
ACS Los Angeles Chapter Blue Whale Watch. 8AM-3PM. Departs from Sea Landing in Santa Barbara aboard the new Condor
Express. For more infC?rmation call 31 0-548-6279.
August /02002
ACS National Blue Whale Watch. 8AM-3PM. Departs from Sea Landing in Santa Barbara aboard the new Condor Express. $75
for members; $80 for non-members. For more information call 310-548-6279.
AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIETY MEMBERSHIP ApPLICAnON
o New Membership/Subscription 0 Renewal Membership/Subscription 0 Gift Membership/Subscription
Membership Levels and Annual Dues:
o Lifetime, $750 0 Family, $45
o Patron, $500 0 Active, $35
o Contributing. $250 0 StudentrreacherlSenior, $25
o Supporting..S75 0 Subscription only., $15/12 issues
o Foreign, $45 (*not entitled to membership benefits)
Name:
----------------------------------
Address:, _
City: :--_---:__-:--~_:___:_-----S.tate---.Zip-----
o Check 0 MasterCard 0 Visa Credit Card No.
--------------Exp.Date _
Signature: _
Make checks payable to: ACSlMonterey Bay Chapter
Return to: Membership Secretary, ACS Monterey Bay Chapter
P.O. BOI HE, Pacific Grove CA 93950 ACS Chapter: ##24
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Calendar (cont.)
August /72002
ACS Monterey Bay Chapter Farallon Island Trip. Departs from HalfMoon Bay at 7:45am. Cost $50. Call Jerry Loomis at 83 J-
625-2120 for more information.
August 24, September 28 and November 30'10
Pelagic Birdwatching on the Condor Express. 5am Departure. Trip heads toward the Arguello Canyon. For more information call
310-548-6279.
August 25, September /4, October J3, and October 20
2002 Summer and Fall Seabird Cruises with Monterey Bay Whalewatch, 7:30am to 3:00pm. Monterey Bay is not only one of the
best places in the world to observe cetaceans it is also one of the world's great seabird habitats. 92 species have been identified and
more species wait to be checked offyou lifetime list. Possible sightings include various species ofalbatross, shearwaters, storm petrals,
jaegers, skuas and puffins. Cost: $65. Call Monterey Bay Whalewatch at 831-375-4658 for information.
September 14th
ACS Monterey Bay Chapter Blue Whale Summer Whalewatch Trip. 8:00 a.m. - 12 noon. Monterey Sport Fishing. Call 831-
372-2203 for more information.
October 4-6, 2002
ACS's 8th International Conference, Seattle, Washington The American Cetacean Society 8th International Conference will take
place October 4th, 5th, and 6th, 2002 in downtown Seattle. The conference venue will be at the Town Hall. This location is within
walking distance to many major hotels as well as the Aquarium on the waterfront, the Art Museum, Pike Place Public Market (and all
the restaurants in the vicinity), and Pioneer Square. Presenters and panelists are among the world's leading marine biologists and
mammalogists, environmental writers and artists, government officials and ocean explorers. To receive conference registration
information via email: aCS@pobox.com
American Cetacean Society
Monterey Bay Chapter
P.O.BoJBE
Pacific Grove CA 93950
www.starrsites.comlacsmb/
Hopkins Marine Station Library
Ocean View Blvd.
Pacific Grove, CA 93950
Nonprofit
Organization
U.S. Postage
PAID
Monterey, CA
Permit No. 338
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AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIETY - MONTEREY BAY CHAPTER
Monthly meeting at HOPKINS MARINE STATION, Lecture Hall, Boatworks Building
(Across from the American Tin Cannery Outlet Stores)
Date: Thursday, August 29th, 2002
Time: 7:30 p.m. (Please join us at 7:00 for Refreshments)
Speaker: Stori Oates, Moss Landing Marine Laboratories
Title: Harbor Seals: the dispersal and feeding habits ofrecently weaned pups.
Increasing populations. together with accessible pupping sites, provide special opportunities for
researchers to study and document movements of this locally abundant and charismatic species.
Radio-tagging ofpups was undertaken at colonies located at Cypress Point, (Pebble Beach).
Elkhorn Slough, and at Point Reyes National Seashore. Previous research has concentrated mostly
on adults. with few studies carried out on pups. Stori has been following recently weaned pups in
their movements away from their natal colonies and their ability to survive on their own. As with
many species. the ability to survive the first year without parental care, is crucial. Most mortality
occurs at this time. Harbor seal pups, in contrast to the eared seals such as the California sea lion,
spend a very short period of time with the mother and so have much to learn very quickly after weaning.
Please join us to hear new details on the life history patterns ofthis conspicuous and much enjoyed
local resident. An ACSlMonterey Bay research grant has supported Stori's work.
(Drawing ofharbor seal, above, by Robert Western)
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Intraspecies aggression became the darling on the media a
few years ago. We were treated to "shocking" revelations of
apparent fighting among the "cute" species, such as dolphins and
sea otters. Conflict and aggression is not new, of course, in any
species, including humans, for basic drives of food, sex, territory.
Recent months have brought dolphin interaction which mayor
may not be aggressive. Again, our bay presents animals in
amazing behavior; no reasons.
Pacific White-sided dolphins (Lagenorhynchus
ob/iquidens), length about 6 feet) have been seen leaping around
the great baleen whales, seeming to be an annoyance similar to
gnats around our own heads. We don't know the reason for this
behavior, but Humpback whales have been seen to increase speed,
dive, flipper slap the surface, and tail swish at dolphins. Gray
whales have been seen to stop in their migration, a few clump
tightly together, and even roll over and lie upside down on the
surface.
Risso's dolphins (Grampus griseus), length often 12 feet)
are amazing us with their speed through the water. They have
been seen apparently chasing a pod ofkiller whales and
surrounding them. Reason unknown. They have been seen
harassing Gray whales here and Short-finned pilot whales in
southern California.
On Saturday, June 15, we may have had the newest
Surprise Interaction during a whale watch a few miles west of
Cypress Point. Approximately 25 Risso's and 25 Pacific white-
sided ("lags")were interacting in a high-speed, powerful and
perhaps brutal behavior. These two species often are seen
together, seeming at peace, but on that day, for more than 45
minutes, we were mystified. We could see dolphins scattered
around about a square mile, with lags rushing by the boat in pairs
and trios. We could not fmd a single starting point, for the
dolphins were speeding around in any direction. Sometimes it
would seem Risso's were chasing lags, and vice versa. Lags would dive steeply with flukes
straight up, usually followed by two or three Risso's. The Risso group would be close
together, their sides almost touching. They would arch out of the water together, then plunge
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(For short information about these
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see an article later in this issue:
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or PLA Y ?
Risso's dolphin, drawing by Richard Ellis,
Dolphins and Pornoises.
Pacific white-sided dolphins, block by Robert Western,
for Soundings, ACSMB Newsletter.
straight down headfirst where the lag had just dived. Such a group would immediately move
and merge again, or individuals would streak off into the distance with others in pursuit.
Individuals seemed to be adults, judging by size and coloration, but we could not track an
one animal for long. We saw no blood; there were no inert bodies on the surface. Presence
of food supply was questionable and no feeding behavior was evident. Play or aggression?
Aggressive behaviors among dolphins,
including Risso's, are listed: "Fighting
dolphins slash and bite with their teeth,
slash and ram with their jaws, and
strike with their flukes and rostra."
(Dudzinksi 2002)
Play and communication
behaviors are said to vary and
sometimes appear rough.
Obviously, we may never see
this again, and we may never
know what was going on, but
the sheer speed and power
were impressive and unforgettable.
-E.L.A.
Source: Dudzinksi 2002. Encyclopedia of
Marine Mammals. Academic Press, p. 258.
About this issue ofSoundings ,.. By temporary editor, Esta Lee Albright
Except in the article, "Specifics on Species...» the art work this month comes from past issues of
the newsletters. As I looked through the stacks of Soundings. I noticed two things: (1) back in the
1990's, Chuck Haugen was the editor for a few years. Chuck just passed away and we mourn his
loss to ACS and to the wildlife of this whole area, (2) back in the 1980'S I was editor for a few
years. I am still around and looking at whales as much as possible. It really isn't in my abilities to
be full-time editor again, but I'll be glad to help someone else, or to share. Not eve!)' issue is
required to be as long as this one. There's lots of room to get into the Soundings habit gradually.
To learn more about the creative fun ofbeing editor, and the possible rewards, please contact me
at estalee@inreach.com, or Jerry Loomis at 625-2120.
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ENDANGERED SPECIES?
Orca decision due today. By Christopher Dunagan,
Bremerton Sun Staff 6/25/2002
Federal officials will announce whether they think
Puget Sound's killer whales should be protected.
The federal government is scheduled to announce
today whether Puget Sound's declining killer whale
population should be protected under the Endangered
Species Act. Environmental groups are worried that
the answer will be no - that federal officials won't
see the need for such strong measures.
"I have my fingers crossed that they will list," said
Kathy Fletcher, executive director of People for
Puget Sound, "but it seems to me they are
looking for an excuse not to."
Officials with the National Marine Fisheries
Service have been careful not to disclose their
findings, but Bob Lohn, regional administrator for the
National Marine Fisheries Service, told a
conference ofkiller whale experts on May 31 that
the decision had been made and would be
announced by the end ofJune. At the same
conference, Washington Sen. Maria Cantwell said
if the Bush administration does not propose Puget
Sound's orcas for endangered status, then the
whales should get increased protections under the
Marine Mammal Protection Act.
Asked whether she would be disappointed if the
Puget Sound orcas - also known as "southern
residents" - were not listed, Cantwell's office issued a
\\Titten response: "The time for taking action to
save the orcas is now. There can be no doubt that
the southern resident orcas are a population in
trouble. NMFS has a responsibility to protect this
icon of the Northwest."
Brent Plater of the Center for Biological Diversity,
which drafted the petition to list the orcas, said he
worries the federal government may "placate us" by
simply declaring the southern residents "depleted"
under the Marine Mammal Protection Act, or MMPA.
That would allow new federal rules dealing with
such direct impacts as entanglements in fishing
nets and whale-watching boats, but the government
would avoid tougher measures Plater said are needed.
"The marine mammal law does not have the teeth
of the Endangered Species Act, which would
require federal agencies to consider whales in
every federal permit and activity," Plater said. It
may be the only way to deal seriously with toxic
chemicals in the environment and an apparent
shortage of food for orcas.
"If they go the MMPA route," Plater said, "they are
essentially saying we are not going to do anything;
we are going to let this population die out."
NMFS spokesman Brian Gorman would not
comment in advance on today's decision, but he
said the cause of the population decline remains
uncertain - even after the agency completed a
biological review required for action under the
Endangered Species Act.
"I think we're going to have to spend quite a bit
more time and money before we truly know what
is leading to this decline - if in fact the decline has a
causative agent," Gonnan said.
Fred Felleman of Orca Conservancy said not
listing the whales avoids dealing with habitat
protection, the risk ofoil spills, environmental
damage to the prey that whales eat, and polluted
sediments that poison the food chain - factors he
believes are the real threats to the orcas.
Felleman worries that unless dramatic steps are
taken to rebuild the orca population, a rampant
virus or an oil spill could kill enough whales to wipe
out the southern resident community - a distinct
population that remains relatively isolated with its
own vocal dialect and cultural patterns.
The population of the southern residents, which
frequent Puget Sound and southern British
Columbia, has declined from 98 animals in 1996
to about 80 today.
Published in The Sun: 06/25/2002
SOUTHERN RESIDENT ORCAS WON'T GO ON
ENDANGERED LlST 6/2512002
SEATILE - The National Marine Fisheries Service said
Tuesday it would not list a group ofPuget Sound orcas under
the Endangered Species Act. despite years ofdecline and the
chance the whales could vanish within the next century
(CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE)
But the agency said it would take other steps to obtain greater
federal protection for the "southern resident" killer whales,
which summer in Puget Sound.
"We are taking the decline of these killer whales seriously and
we will work to sustain and suppon this population." said Bob
Lohn. head of the Fisheries Service's regional office.
A team of biologists reviewed the case and detennined that the
southern residents, while in danger ofextinction, do not qualify
as a geographically and genetically distinct subpopulation of
orcas - one requirement for protection under the Endangered
Species Act.
The government is concerncd about a stcep decline in the
southern resident population.
"The biological review team looked carefully at those standards
and concluded the population did not meet that definition, so is
it technical') Yes. Is II essential') Yes. You've got to meet that
legal requirement in order to invoke the act," said Lohn.
While most killer whales feed on fish and seals, the southern
residents feed on fish alone. That trait is shared by orcas offof
British Columbia and Alaska, Lohn noted.
By the end oflast year, only 78 killer whales remained in the
three pods that make up the southern resident population. a
drop of 20 percent in the past six years. The population is
believed to have peaked at around 120 whales in the early 19605.
No one is sure exactly what is causing the decline, but Lohn
said stress from whale-w:uching boats, pollution and parasites
are all possible factors.
"The bottom line on causes is we don't know the answer." he said.
The Fisheries Service plans to begin the process of having the
stock listed as "depleted," something that would entitle it to
greater federal protection, Lohn said. Orcas already fall under
the Marine Mammal Protection Act, a law that among other
things forbids harming marine mammals. The agency also will
solicit public comment about other ways to help the population
and, in conjunction with Canadian authorities. improve whale-
watching guidelines, Lohn said.
Tuesday's decision came in response to a petition brought by
several conservation groups, led by the Center for Biological
Diversity. The groups argued that the Marine Mammal
Protection Act only prevents the direct hanning oforcas. while
a listing under the Endangered Species Act would protect their
environment.
Companies that operate in Puget Sound would be required to
show that their actions do not harm the orcas. for example.
Brent Plater. the center's lawyer and the petition's lead author,
argued that the southern residents do constitute a distinct population.
"Today's decision is a new low in the annals of the Fisheries
Service: said Brent Plater, the center's lawyer and the
petition's lcad author. "They've complctcly abdicated their
responsibilities to protect this population."
Other groups pressing for an endangered listing IIlclude: the
Center for Whale Research In Fnday Harbor. the Wasillngton
Taxies Coalition. Orca Conservancy. Ocean Advocatcs. the
Amcrican Cetacean Society. the Sierra Club. Friends of the
San Juans, People for Puget Sound. I)rojcct Sea Wolfand
fonner Washington Secretary ofState Ralph Munro
The Associated Press contributed to this repon. ~
STATE LEADERSHIP URGED TO PROTECT
WHALES Friday. June 28, 2002
By LISA STIFFLER
SEATILE POST-INTELLIGENCER REPORTER
Because the federal government won't take
aggressive action to help the diminishing orca
population, environmental groups yesterday called
on the state to take a leadership role.
"We have the authority at the state level ... to start
recovery processes," said Pam Johnson of People
for Puget Sound.
The groups are asking Gov. Gary Locke and state
agencies to do more to stop industrial pollution, to
pay for a rescue tug to prevent oil spills, to clean
contaminated sites and to speed salmon
restoration .
The environmental groups, which include People
for Puget Sound, the Sierra Club and the
Washington Toxics Coalition, targeted some of the
primary suspected causes of the orcas' decline,
namely a shortage of food and buildup of toxins in
the killer whales........
The area also is ripe for a disastrous oil spill, the
environmentalists said. Mike Sato, a director with
People for Puget Sound, called for year-round
funding of a rescue tug that aids cargo and oil
ships in distress.
From September until this April, the tug based at
Neah Bay on the tip of the Olympic Peninsula
assisted eight vessels. The tug won't be on duty again
'l!Intil the fall. Congress is not funding the boat, so
the state has paid for seasonal protection since 1999.
The groups also asked the state to do more to
speed recovery of chinook salmon -- orcas' favorite
meal. In particular the groups want better shoreline
development regulations.....
©© 1998-2002 Seattle Post-Intelligencer
(Continued on next page)
(Conservation: continued from previous page)
ACTION ALERT RE IFA
From the Whale Walch Listserv
The Bush administration granted the Navy a permit to
harm whales.dolphins. and other marine mammals
while using its low Frequency Active sonar system in
as milch as RO percent of the world's oceans The
lugh·powered submarine detection system will operate
al noise levels billions of times more intense than
those known to disturb the migration and
communication of large whales. Although the
administration agreed to impose some requirements
on the Navy. the pennil it issued remains far too
broad to protect marine life in any meaningful way. As
the Navy has failed to answer even some of the
most fundamental questions about the system's
potential threats to marine mammals and the
ecosystem, this new permit is especially alarming.
==== What to do =
Send a message to Gordon R. England. Secretary of
the Navy. urging him to halt plans to deploy LFA
sonar until the long-term safety and protection of the
oceans' wildlife is assured.
= For background =
Navy Sonar System Threatens Marine Mammals
http://www.nrdc.orglwildlife/marine/nlfa.asp
IWC~
tfrom ACS Orange County newsletter, June 2002)
The International Whaling Commission voted
down two proposals key to Japan's compaign to
resume commercial whaling. Countries against
Japan's efforts to get the fWD to lift its wordwide
ban on commerical whaling launched sharp attacks
on the whaling lobby from the start of the IWC's
54lh annual plenary assembly. The first issue the
48-member body put to a vote was an objection
filed by Japan and Norway to the chainnan's ruling
to maintain Iceland's observer status. Of the 45
countries with voting rights, 25 rejected the
challenge while 20 supported it. Members also
blocked the prowhaling group's proposal to
introduce secret balloting for key IWC decisions,
including whale catch permits and other
regulations, by 25 to 19 with one abstention....
Antigua & Barbuda, St. Vincent and the
Grenadines, Grenada, St. Lucia, Dominica, St.Kitts
and Nevis, the Soloman Islands, Palau, Gabon,
Benin and Guinea stated their prowhaling position
at a news conference prior to the opening day. This
group of II small countries in the Caribbean,
Oceania and Africa urged the IWC in a news
conference to allow a resumption of commercial
whaling, accusing antiwhaling members of
denying them the right to develop. They said the
antiwhaling nations apply a double standard:
hunting \\ildlife for recreation on one hand and
opposing whaling on the other. Antigua &
Barbuda Commissioner Daven Joseph leads the
group. He said anitwhaling campaigners often
threaten to boycott the '"vital tourism industry" of
the small countries. To be free of such fear, the
bJfOUP called on the IWC to introduce secret
balloting. Antiwhaling environmental groups have
accused Japan ofattmepting to secure a simple
majority by using foreign aid to buy the votes of
small developing countries.
FROM NY Times
During the IWC meeting, Japan derided the
delegates ofanitwhilaing nations as '"mimics for
Greenpeace," asked Australia and New Zealand to
leave the commission and then rejected proposals
for whale sanctuaries in the South Atlantic and
South Pacific, calling them ··dead in the water."
At the end, when Japan had little to show for its
efforts to restore commercial whaling but stacks of
leftover posters of cartoon whales smiling about its
hunting policies, it retaliated, engineering a
minority bloc that by one vote denied Arctic
natives in Alaks and Russia their traditional whale-
hunting quotas. It was the first time in the 56-year
history of the commission that quotas allowing
aboriginal subsistence whaling had been rejected.
Japanese officials showed no remorse about
generating enormous international ill will over a
tiny industry that supplies a fraction of 1 percent of
Japan's meat. Japanese diplomats said they would
maintain a plan to increase their nation's whale
"science research" program. killing an additional
100 whales this year. In addition they said they
would seek this fall to get minke whales dropped
from an international endangered species list.
allowing Japan to import whale meat from
Nonvay, ending a long-standing suspension in
legal international trade of whale products.
CALENDAR
Meetings
ACS Monterey Bay regular meeting in September: Sep.26, Thursday, 7:30 p.m. al the Boatworks,
Hopkins Marine Station. To be announced in the next newsletter, as well as on our web site. T[)'
http://....v.'W.starrsites.com/acsmb/
ACS International Conference: Oct. 4 - 6, Seattle, WA. Check the web site for information:
http://www.acsonline.org
Defenders ofWildlife carnivore Conference on Marine and Terrestrial Carnivore
Conservation, Nov. 17-20, Monterey Conference Center. Information and agenda
are at: http://....'Ww.defenders.org/carnivores 2002/
Trips
ACSMB Farallones Trip, Aug. 17, to see marine mammals and birds, in conjunction with Pt. Lobos
docents, is full reported to be fun. Let Jerry Loomis know ofyour interest in future trips.
ACSMB Whale Watch to see Blue Whales and other marine life, Sep. 14, 8 am to noon, gather at
Monterey Sport Fishing on Fisherman's Wharf at 7:30. This is a fund-raiser for our
chapter. Call for reservations: 372-2203
ACS National Hq. sponsors a Blue Whale trip on Aug. 10, leaving from santa Barbara,
8 a.m~ to 4 p.m. See the ACS National web site above for information, http://www.acsonline. org
Billie Foreman, ACSMB Treasurer, has organized a trip to see Humpback Whales on
the Silver Bank, in the Dominican Republic, the major breeding ground of the North
~t1antichumpbacks. (This area was the subject of a talk I gave to ACSMB last year, and
I will be happy to give advice and information, also. - Esta Lee Albright,
estalee@inreach.com) Billie wrote the following lines of description:
We leave on March 7th from San Francisco and overnight at the airport hotel in Miami. On the 8th we fly to Puerto
Plata and board the Bottom Time Dfor the week. We return on the 15th. The price is $3678.00/person sharing a
twin cabin. The price includes air from San Francisco based on a minimum of 10 participants, the hotel in Miami,
transfers in Puerto Plata, and tour escort Jerry Loomis. I will no doubt will go also. For more information people
should call or e-mail me and I will send them the flier. The phone number before 2:30 is 625-3135. After that 624-
3460. Email: Bforeman@netpipe.com
There are two whale watch companies in Monterey that regularly support the work or ACSMB.
Monterey Sport Fishing
http://www.montereywhalewatching.com
Monterey Fisherman's Wharf
372-2203
Monterey Bay Whale Watch
http://www.gowhales.com
Sam's on Fishennan's Wharf
375-4658
Monterey Bay Whale Watch
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Note: Gray whales are not plotted on the chart. Numerous California Sea Lions, Harbor
Seals, and Southern Sea Otters are seen on all trips, and are not plotted on the chart.
Montere)' Bay "'hale Watch
List of Marine Mammal Sightiogs
in the Monterey Bay Region
Junt' 1·30.2002
compiled by Richnrd Temullo
&
Note •• In addition to sightings on Monterey Bay Whale Watch trips, this list includes
all reported marine mammal sightings for this region. Unusual sightings of other marine
animals such as Leatherback Sea Turtles and Basking Sharks are also listed. California
Sea Lions, Harbor Seals, and Southern Sea Oners, which are seen on all whale
watching trips, are nOI included in the list.
http://\\·ww.gowhales.com/sighlingslslst0206.hlm
6/30 I Humpback Whale
@
5 Blue Whales
6/29 4 Blue Whales
6/18 3 Humpback Whales
I Minke Whale
300 Pacific While Sided Dolphins
500 Risso's Dolphins
200 Northern Right Whale Dolphins
6127 5 Humpback Whales 6120 5 Humpback Whales
6 Blue Whales 100 Pacific While Sided Dolphins
350 Pacific White Sided Dolphins 400 Risso's Dolphins
30 Risso's Dolphins
300 Northern Right Whale Dolphins 6/19 14 Killer Whales
200 Pacific While Sided Dolphins
6126 2 Humpback Whales 4 Risso's Dolphins
50 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
2000 Risso's Dolphins 6f18 2011 Pacific While Sided Dolphins
200 Northern RighI Whale Dolphins
5 Doll's Porpoise 6fl7 10 Killer Whales
6f25 3 Humpback Whales 6116 I Humpback Whale
I Blue Whale I Spenn Whale
125 Pacific White Sided Dolphins IllOIl Pacific White Sided Dolphins
350 Risso's Dolphins 2011 Risso's Dolphins
100 Northern RighI Whale Dolphins
6/24 5 Humpback Whales I Northern Elephant Seal
50 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
175 Risso's Dolphins 6/15 2 Humpback Wholes
-- -------- ---_.- I Blue Whale
6123 8 Humpback Whales SO Pacific While Sided Dolphins
1200 Pacific While Sided Dolphins 25 Risso's Dolphins
2100 Risso's Dolphins
6114 3 Humpback Whales
6122 5 Humpback Whales I Blue Whale
I Sperm Whale 300 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
130 Risso's Dolphins
4 Dall's Porpoise 6/13 4 Humpback Whales
2 Harbor Porpoise 2 Blue Whales
2 Minke Whales
6/21 3 Humpback Whales 1000 Pacific While Sided Dolphins
300 Pacific While Sided Dolphins 40 Risso's Dolphins
SO Risso's Dolphins 10 Harbor Porpoise
6f12 2 Humpback Whales
3 Blue Whales
I Gray Whale
5 Minke Whales
250 Pacific While ~idcd Dolphins
200 Risso's Dolphins
3 Nonhern Right Whale Dolphins
6/11 3 Humpback Whales
3011 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
100 Risso's Dolphins
6110 I Humpback \\Inale
1500 Pacific While Sided Dolphins
2000 Risso's Dolphins
200 Nonhern Right Whale Dolphins
6/9 30 Pacific While Sided Dolphins
618 4 Humpback Whales
200 Pacific While Sided Dolphins
617 7 Humpback Whales
6f6 2 Humpback Whales
-",.
-,------ .. --- -----~.
6f5 3 Humpback Whales
IOn Pacific While Sided Dolphins
ISO Risso's Dolphins
-
- ..__ ._-- --------_. __ .-
6f4 I Spcrm Whale
------- --- -- - --- --- -
6f3 2 Humpback Whales
I Minke Whale
200 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
50 Risso's Dolphins
4 Bottlenose Dolphins
I Northern Elephant Seal
6/2 I Humpback Whale
3 Harbor Porpoise
-
6/1 5 Humpback Whales
I Spcnn Whale
30 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
Sightings reponed by J. Lancer, N. Lemon, L. Oliver. Monterey Bay Whale Walch, H. Neece. H
Tiura.
Copyright e 2002 R. TcrnuUo. No use of thc sightings infonnation is pennittcd without prior
approval.
SPECIFICS on SPECIES
il1 this issue
Sources:
"20. PACIFIC WHITE-SIDED DOLPHIN,"
"30. RISSO'S OOLPIDN," "36.KILLER WHALE/'
from DolrMil'L'i & Porwises, aSea Guioo, written
al13 illu.<;trate~ ~ Richar() Ellis, J982, astJUb1isl;e()
in wbalewatcber. aJournal of the American cetacean Societ~, VJ6/"o.2.
StJecifics 011 s,Jecies in Motttere~ Ba~ for pacific Wbite-si3e~ DolrJfitt, Ris.'io's Dolpbitt, Killer wbale,
Harbor seal: Nan~ Black, MOl1tere~ Ba;9 wbale wateb web site: bttrr.llwww-fJowbales,cott1
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---- Pacific White-Sided Dolphin -E Pacific White-Sided Dolphins, endemic to the North Pacific, are one ofthe most
'. ; '~\/ abundant cetaceans along the central and northern California coastline, often found in
. . .r./ herds numbering over several hundred individuals. Monterey Bay, especially the
canyon edge which facilitates upwelling and concentrates prey, likely provides an
abundant and predictable food source for these dolphins. They feed on small schooling fish and squid.
Risso's Dolphins and Northern Right Whale Dolphins, also utilizing this abundant food source, are
frequently found in mixed-species herds with Pacific White-Sided Dolphins.
Photo-identification of individual White-Sided Dolphins exemplifies the importance of the area for this
species. Especially helpful as llherd markersll are anomalously colored or "whitell dolphins that are very
distinctly marked and easily sighted within a large school ofdolphins. Resightings ofdistinct individuals
indicates that particular groups of dolphins frequent the Monterey area at least seasonally and return to
the area in subsequent years rather than new groups ofanimals continually moving through.
All behavioral states have been observed for these dolphins in the Bay, including travel, feed, rest, and
socialize/play. White-Sided Dolphins are one of the most acrobatic and animated species of dolphin in
the world, often engaging in multiple mid-air leaps, flips, and somersaults. These dolphins occur year-
round in the Bay.
.. ~~. ". ~ : ."... _0
20. PACIFIC WHlTE·SIDED DOLPHIN (Lal!cnorh!lnchus
olJlltl"idrns). The only lult found in the North Pacific. this s(X'Cies is
ca~i1y rl'COgnizcd by its shurply.hookt-d bi·clllored dorsal rin and its
intricate pattcrn of stripl~ and blazcs. It is orten seen in hugc schools
and is famous for its Icaping ability. Unlikl' the l';orth Atlantic species.
L. IIbliqllid..,lt dOl~ well in captivity. and therl' are few oceanariums on
11ll' west coast of the V.S. or in Japan Ihat do not exhibit Iht.'Sc
eXlIlll'rant Iiull' dolphins. They reach a maximum length of i ft.oel. and
3rt' found from Baja California norlh 10 Ala.ska. and east to Ihe waters
of Jupan. China and Korea.
~ Killer Whale~
Killer Whales occur year-round and are occasionally seen (2-5 times per month) in the
Monterey Bay area in pods that average 8 to 20 individuals. Two types of Killer Whales
normally occur here. the "transients" and "offshores". "Transient" Killer Whales prey on
marine mammals. travel long distances. and tend to have pointed dorsal fins with closed
saddle patches. Within Monterey Bay. these whales attack Gray Whales. California Sea
Lions. Harbor Seals. Elephant Seals. and Dall's Porpoise. "Offshore" Killer Whales are a recently
discovered form that tend to travel in large groups ofup to 100 individuals. and tend to have more
rounded dorsal fins. These whales probably feed on fish and squid.
36. KILLER WHALE (Orcinus orca). The most widely distributt.od of
all cetaceans. the killer whale is found throughout all the oceans of the
world, from the poles to the tropics in both hemisPheres. Males can
reach a length of 30 feet. females only 26. making them by far the
largest of the dolphins. They are easily distingUished at sea by the high.
triangular dorsal fin of the males, which sometimes reaches a height of
6 feet. Females and juveniles have a much smaller, more curved dorsal.
Killer whales are among the oceans' apex predators. feeding on
eveT11hing from fish and squid to seals, sea lions. dolphins, and c\'cn
the great whales. They are fast, powerful and intelligent. but the\' are
surprisingly docile and cooperative in captivity. .
- - - - R.·sso'S Dolph.·n - - - _~ ~
Risso's Dolphin is a relatively large (13') pelagic dolphin found worldwide in warm
temperate and tropical seas. In Monterey Bay. these dolphins can be found year-round with
school sizes ranging from 10 to over 1000 individuals. Risso's Dolphins are often in the
company ofPacific White-Sided Dolphins and Northern Right Whale Dolphins. Risso's
Dolphins feed mainly on squid and are frequently encountered in the deeper parts of the
Bay,
-..... _.
..
.--
30. RISSO'S DOLPHIN (Grampus griseus). Easily identified at sea
because of its high dorsal fin and beakles.~ profile, Risso's dolphin can be
found throughout the world's tropical and temperate waters, They vary
in color from veT1' light gray to almost black. but all specimens are
heavily scarred and scratched. Risso's dolphins have teeth only in the
lower jaw. and the "forehead" (more properly known as the melon) has
a unique vertical crease. Maximum length is about 13 feet. One of the
most famous of all dolphins was "Pelorus Jack:' a Risso's dolphin that
accompanied steamers in New Zealand waters for over 20 vents at the
turn of the century. .
- - Harbor Seal - - - - -~ ~
Harbor Seals are a year-round resident of Monterey Bay. These seals are easily identified
by their spotted coat. usually white with dark spots or dark gray with light spots. Unlike
sea lions. Harbor Seals have shorter flippers and must use low-lying rocks or sandy
beaches as haul-out sites. These seals are easily observed along the Monterey shoreline
where they haul out during low tides. or while they rest in the water and feed within the kelp forest.
During April and May. Harbor Seals aggregate in Carmel Bay to give birth and mate.
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The Newsletter of the Monterey Bay Chapter of ACS
AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIETY - MONTEREY BAY CHAPTER
Monthly meeting at HOPKINS MARINE STATION, Lecture Hall, Boatworks Building
(Across from the American Tin Cannery Outlet Stores)
Date: Tbursday,
September 26, 2002
Time: 7:30 p.m.
(Please join us at
7:00 for Refresbments)
Title: Secret Killers
of Monterey Bay:
a video on the orcas of our area,
filmed by
Paul and Grace Niska Atkins,
with Anne Marie Hammers,
narrated by Edward Norton. CA148 - 8/26/96 - Photo: N. Black
This presentation marks the first showing of a new video, made for National Geographic but not yet
released. Created over three seasons by film makers Paul and Grace Niska Atkins, together with
Anne Marie Hammers. it was filmed with the guidance of well-known local orca authorities Nancy
Black and Richard Temullo. After the video, questions, answers and discussion will be led by Alan
Baldridge.
Among several areas of the world where killer whales occur and can be studied, Monterey Bay is in
the forefront of advancing our knowledge of many aspects of this spectacular predator. Our local
orca population is made up predominantly of "transients" which range from SE Alaska to southern
California and feed mostly on marine mammals with the occasional seabird or other prey. In
addition to prey capture the video shows tissue sampling for pollutants and unique footage of the
only recorded occurrence of the Southern resident pods from Puget Sound.
Note that some video footage may be graphic in its depiction.
Please join us for an unusual opportunity to see these magnificent and powerful animals in our
loca) waters.
Killer Whale I.D. photo from Killer Whales ofCalifornia and Western Mexico: A Catalog of Photo·Identified Individuals
ACS Mont~·Bay Chapter website: \\'Ww.staJTSites.eomIacsmbl
Chapter Board. 2002 PREMIER TIME! !!! By Esta Lee Albright, substitute editor
Jett)' Loomis, President &
Special Events Chairperson
Loomis@:mbay.net
Carol Macht. Vice president
carol&kew({Jiclpipc.com
Billie Foreman. Treasurer
Bforeman@netpipe.com
Jon Hubbard, Recording SecretlU')' &
Past President
aiko_99@11Olmail.com
This month's showing of the film, "Secret Killers ofMonterey
Bay," is a frrst. Whereas the film was made toward showing as a
television special, by two famous photographers with National
Geographic, so far it has been seen by audiences in Britain and
Japan but not this country. Through special arrangement with
assistant producer AnneMarie Hammers, we will see this new
presentation of Monterey Bay's wonders. I've previewed it, and
believe me - THIS PROGRAM IS NOT TO BE MISSED!!
Newsletter Editor, vacant
Scientific Advisory Committee
David laches, Publicit)" Chair
davidzachcs@earthlink.net
Barbara Oliver, Newsletter Mailing
bordh@aol.com
After years ofhearing ACS programs about research on the bay,
we will learn more in this fIlm and will see both the beauty and
difficulty ofgoing out day after day and year after year to
accomplish it. Nancy Black and Richard Temullo are familiar to
ACS folks: here's some ofwhat they do when they're not leading
whale watches and birding trips. Whereas data is taken about
sightings on their trips for the public, then shared with our
newsletter, the real challenges ofresearch at sea are carried out on
special research cruises not usually seen by everyday passengers.
The photographers spent three springtimes and one full year on the
bay in all kinds of conditions. Beginning with the idea of filming
an attack by orcas on gray whales, they expanded into the natural
history of transient orcas, then became caught up with the
wonderful diversity ofmarine life here. Carefully written, the
story of the bay's life, especially the orcas, is mesmerizing. The
surprise ending, the true "secret killers" in the bay, is a real
shocker.
Jud Vandervere
JcnyLoomis
Libby Osnes-Erie
Alan Baldridge, Program Chair
baldridge@;n:dshift.eom
Alan Baldridge
Tom Kieckhefer
JoGuerrero
Esta Lee Albright
Sally Eastham, Membership Secretary
& Newsletter Mailing
Scastham.@.monlerey.k12.ca.us
ACS Monterey Bay Chapter
www.starrsites.comlacsmb/
Webmaster: Evelyn Starr
American Cetacean Society
Monterey Bay Chapter
P.O. aoxHE
Pacific Grove CA 93950
As with all our programs about orcas, we urge people to come
expecting to see Nature not Disney, and to think over any
attendance by children and the tender-hearted. Orcas kill because
they must eat. Scientists and photographers, in fact any ofus out
on the bay, may have a hard time looking at a desperate animal we
know will surely be eaten soon. The kill itself can be quick but
obvious to us. Even so, our possibly bungling interference might
deprive predators ofa desperately needed meal and might result in severe injury to ourselves. In
this film, predation is handled truthfuIJy, along with the interesting and lovely.
I am delighted with this film. 1admire its story and photography. 1 believe in its message. Come!
SPEe I FIe S 011. S PEe I E S
in this issueExcerpts from Killer Whales of California
and Western Mexico: A Catalog of Photcr
Identified Individuals, Introduction, by Nancy
Black. Alisa Schulman-Janiger. Richard L. Ternullo. and
Mercedes Guerrero-Ruiz, NOAA Technical Memorandum. US Dept. of Commerce, September 1997.
cal~ornia's Transient Orca.~
In the Eastern North Pacific, there are at least three recognizable types of killer whales
("residents." "transients," "offshores") that have not been observed to associate with
members of the other groups. Each type exhibits different home ranges. vocalizations.
dietary preferences. foraging patterns, morphological features, and genotypes.
Transient type whales appear to prey primarily on marine mammals. cover a more
extensive range. and are less seasonally predictable than the residents. They are often
vocally silent as they travel along coastlines, frequenting sea lion and seal rookeries and
whale migration paths. Transients generally travel in small groups of 10 or less,
although they may often join to form larger groups of up to 25 while pursuing and
attacking large whales. A few individual transients are known to have occurred in both
central California and Southeast Alaska, a distance of 2,600 km.
Examples of 10 photos and sightings records, from the Catalog.
CA 73 is a male photographed a few times off central CA with other known transient whales: .. also
identified off British Columbia with other known transients that occur in Southeast Alaska.
CA 122 is a female type photographed off Santa Barbara and off northern Vancouver Island where she
was involved in an attack on a mother~1f pair of gray whales. This whale has associated in an attack
with other known transients involved in attacks on gray whales in Monterey Bay and in the Santa Barbara
Channel. .
-- DATE LOCATION PHOTOGRAPHER- lOll SEX
-
~4- N Vancouver Is.. via G. Ellis
---
C."I::: F! 6195
T1~ B.C.
9113196 Santa Barbara MN Condor
R.H;m
.:-...~... .. -:--~ .
- . -""'--
CA122· 9/13/96· Photo: R. Hart/Condor
CA73 M 1116183 Monterey Bay B. Weed
TI59 10110/83 Monlerey Bay B. Ba~ham
9/12194 Half Moon Bay Cascadia
J. ClIllImbokidis
2112195 Monterey Bay N. Black
2113195 Monterey Bay N. Black
8125195 Hippa Is. (Queen D. Rindle
Charlolle Is.)
Monterey Bay Whale Watch
Map of Marine Mammal Sightings in the
Monterey Bay Region
July 1-31,2002
compiled by Richard Ternullo
• *3F"# d 'ne' • a ce ,B@lew 2W5iM 00
Note: Gray whales are not plotted on the chart. Numerous California Sea Lions, Harbor
Seals, and Southern Sea Otters are seen on all trips, and are not plotted on the chart.
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7IJI I~ HllI1IJlbockWh3I""
I !o.linkc \\'11*
200 P~tilic Whi~ Sided Dolphins
40 Risso's Dolphins
10 l>;lll's Porpoise
700 4 Humpback Whales
1 Fin \\'h3lc
10 Pacific White Sided Dolphin..
100 Risso's Dolphins
71%9 22 Humpb:1c\.; Whales
6 BlueWlules
10 "iller Wh.ale<
2 !o.linkc Wh~les
200 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
75 Risso', Dolphins
25 Dall's Porpoise
7/18 24 Humpback Whale.
130 Pacific White Sided Dolphi...,
I MinkcWlWe
15 Dall's Porpoise
I St.lI... Sea Lion
7m 12 Humpbaek Whales
I Minke Whale
800 Pacific While Sided Dolphins
1100 Risso'. Dolphins
200 Northern Right Whale Dolphins
25 DalfsPorpoise
7116 9 Humpback Wh:IJn
I Minke WhaIc
120 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
25 Dalt'. Porpoise
7115 IJ Humpback Whales
700 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
75 Risso'. Dolphins
200 Nonhern Right WhaIc Dolphi...
7~ 16 Humplw:k WIWes
25 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
20 Dalfs POlpOisc
7/U 19 Humpback Whales
I Blue Whale
10 Ihll's Porpoise
7122 8 Humpb""k Whales
1000 P..,ific While Sid.d DolphiDll
I~oo Risso'. Dolphins
7/Zl 18 Humpbac\.; Whales
2 Blu. Whales
I Minke Whale
1100 Pocilic While Sided Dolphins
25 Dalfs PoIpOisc
Monterey Bay Whale Watch
List of Marine Mammal Sightings
, in the Monterey Bay Region
July 1-31.2002
compiled by Richard Tcmullo
Note - In addition to sightings on Monterey Bay Whale Watch trips, this list includes
all reported marine mammal sightings for this region. Unusual sightings of other marine
animals such as Leatherback Sea Turtles and Basking Sharks are also listed. California
Sea Lions, Harbor Seals, and Southern Sea Otters, which are seen on all whale
watching trips, are not included in the list.
17/20
22 Humpback Whal..
I Blue Whale
I Cuvi.,.s BC3k~d Whale
120 Rislio's Dolphi..... Sightings are posted12 D"lf. Porpo~
7/19 12 Humpback Whale.
almost daily. For older or
2200 Pacific While Sided Dolphins recent sightings, log on to
S KiIl... Whal.. http://www.gowhales.com1200 Northern RighI \\'bale Dolphi""
and click on "Sightings."
7/18 9 Humpbsck Whales
7 Blue WIW..
I~ Pacific While Sid.-d Dolphins
10 Common Dolphins
7/17 12 Humpback WIuI...
13 BIIIC Whal..
ISOO Pacifie While Sid.ed Dolphins
2~00 Nonhern Righi Whal. Dolphins
8 Dmn's POlJIO"t 7n .. Humpback Whales
7116 9 Humpback Whal•• 300 Pacific While SicL:d Dolphins
200 Pacific Whil~ Sided Dolphin. 200 Nor1It.m Righi Whale Dolphins
12 Risso's Dolphins
7/6 4 Humpback Whales
7/15 14 Humpback Whale!' I Spcnn Whal.
4 Blue Whales 800 Pacific Whi", Sided Dolphins
60 Pacific While Sided Dolphins 2000 Risso', Dolphins
200 Nor1Item Right Whol. Dolphins
7114 6 Humpbxk Whal"" 6 DaJl's Porpoise
I Blue Whale
7/5 2 lIumpback Whales1 Mink. Whale
I SpmnWhale
7113 2 Humpback Whak:s 2 Harbor Porpoise
2 Blu. Whales
7/4 2 Humpback Whales6 D"II's Porpoile
5 Blue Whales
7/12 2 HllI1lpbxk \\on,;tlcR 1 Minke Whal.
~ Killer Whales 120 Pxific White Sided Dolphins
16 Dalf. PolpOisc 400 Risso'. Dolphins
7~ Nor1Itcm Righi Whal. Dolphins
7111 3 Humpback Whales
Jl) Pacifie White Sided Dolphins 7/3 2 Humph...k Whales
2 D1ueWhales
7110 I . Humpback Wlule 40 Risso's Dolphins
~O Pacif.e While Sided Dolphins 10 Dall', Porpoise
75 Risso's Dolphins
7/2 JOO Paeific While Sided Dolphins
719 3 Humpback WbaIcs 40 Short Beaked Common Dolphins
20 DaJrs Porpoise 1050 Risso', Dolphins
150 Nor1Itctll Righi Whale Dolphins
7/8 50 Pacific While Sided Dolphins 20 Oalfs Porpoise
71t 2 lIumph""k Wha\cs
I Blue Whale
S D.Jr. Porpoise
Sightings reported by Cascadia Research Collective, B. Cutter, D. Davi. G, Fisher. D. Frank. D.
Lemon. N, Lemon. Monterey Bay Whale Watch, L. Oliver.
Copyright © 2002 R. Temullo. No reproduction of the map or use of the sightings infonnation is
pennitted without prior approval.
Ep a d • d # if·
Photography and Research Out Among the Whales
How do we know who is coming and going among our whale visitors? How do the east
coast whale watchers know individual whales by the names given? It's a matter ofPHOTO-ID.
Monterey Bay Whale Watch web site explains that "select species ofwhales are photo-
identified by distinct natural markings, which provides researchers with information on
movements, residency patterns, population estimates, association patterns, and life history
parameters." Naturalists and interns from local marine labs and universities collect data on
MBWW cruises. Captains of whale watch and fishing boats all across the bay contribute to the
sightings data that we see each month in Soundings. Not all whales sighted are subjects of
Photo-ID but successful photos are contributed to the various catalogs ofID markings.
In addition to the Killer Whale Catalog held by Nancy Black and Richard Ternullo, there
are catalogs for California populations ofHumpback Whales and Blue Whales, both held by
Cascadia Research Collectives, based in Olympia, WA. Cascadia leader John Calambokydis is
here in his 18-foot inflatable boat each summer, photographing the identification marks for those
catalogs. MBWW photos and data sheets are used by Cascadia, also, for Blues and Humpbacks.
Cascadia work, as well as research activities to be seen in the film at this month's
meeting, is a whole world ofwatching and data-eollecting that isn't obvious to the usual whale
watchers on public cruises. Interested persons may contribute to such scientific efforts by
volunteering in an established program, such as Oceanic Society tours, ElderhosteI service
programs, Earthwatch projects, and institutions that use volunteers, such as the Monterey Bay
Aquarium.
Scientists in this kind ofproject and with proper credentials may apply for special
permits from the federal government that will allow them to be closer to the animals than
ordinarily possible under the federal guidelines for whale watching and the Marine Mammal
. Protection Act. Photographers working with these scientists contribute to the research and may
continue with their work to produce such films as we are seeing this month. Research and
education grants are given by some institutions to support pioneering research and photography.
Life in Monterey Bay has been photographed under these kinds ofpr.ojects by National
Geographic Society, BBC, PBS, and many others.
Some research activities, such as the darting seen in the film, require scientists to be
very close to animals. In Monterey, most scientists are careful to do such work out ofthe public
eye, in order to promote safe and legal whale watch guidelines. Most of them are tender-hearted
about their subject animals and try to avoid harm and harassment. Professional photographers,
even without permits and contracts, may be the epitome ofcareful approach: if the animal is
frightened away, there are no good photographs. Regardless, boat captains, general public, and
movie-goers need to realize legal and illegal movements around marine mammals.
Notes about the photographers of"Secret Killers of Monterey Bay:" Photographers
Paul and Grace Atkins are an award-winning team whose documentary films have received four
Emmy Awards and two British Academy Awards. Their company is Moana Productions. Paul is
a graduate in marine biology from the University ofHawaii and completed seven years ofPh.D.
work. Paul and Grace began wildlife filmmaking in 1983 with the BBC Natural History Unit.
They also have produced films for National Geographic, ABS, TES, and PBS and Oxford
Scientific Films. Their work includes: "Great White Shark" and "Dolphins: The Wild Side," for
National Geographic and the BBC.
c a len dar of upcoming local events
Sep. 14, Saturday, Monterey Bay American Cetacean Society Trip, 7:30 a.m.
A whale watch led by a few ofthe chapter's marine naturalists to find
whales and dolphins, especially feeding Blue Whales and Humpback
Whales. The trip is a fund-raiser fo~ tbC;.,fhapter and is supported by
Monterey Sport Fishing. Call 372-f.IjJ tor reservations.
September 21, Saturday morning, annual Beach Clean-up
September 21, Saturday, Oceans Fair, loth Anniversary of the Monterey Bay
National Marine Sanctuary
11 :OOa.m. to 5:00 p.m. at Custom House Plaza, Monterey. Festivities
will include exhibits from around the nation, hands-on activities,
children's activities, boat rides, tours, birthday cake, formal ceremonies and
entertainment. Also celebrates the 400-year anniversary of the discovery of
Monterey Bay.
September 26, Thursday, Regular meeting, see front page and articles in this issue
October 19-20, Saturday and Sunday, Annual Meeting, Friends of the Sea Otter
For information, log on to http://www/seaotters.org/events
October Regular ACS meeting may be a week early - watch for the date.
"The Gray Whales of San Ignacio Lagoon," speaker Jerry Loomis, who has led
group trips to Baja to view mom/calf pairs of gray whales. Jerry is our current
president, his second time to work this hard for us, and he has been an underwater
naturalist and ranger at Pt. Lobos. His photographs have pleased our eyes during
previous programs, too. The last Thursday of the month in Oct. is Halloween.
Please look for the date of the meeting in the newsletter or on the web site:
http://www.starrsite.com/acsmb/
"Orcaestra"
This bit of whimsy,
drawn by Milos
Radakovich when
he edited Soundings.
reminds us that orcas
are Odontocetes, the
toothed cetaceans that
include dolphins and
porpoises, and all their
attributes offrolic and c:;.~ "Orcaestra"
play. "~::::========::::=;:::::::1i_:::;;:[p~CM~
American Cetacean Society
Monterey Bay Chapter
P.O. Box HE
Pacific Grove CA 93950
www,starrsi1es·comIacsmb/
Hopkins Marine Station Library
Ocean View Blvd.
Pacific Grove, CA 93950
AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIETY MEMBERSHIP APPLICAnON
Nonprofit
Organization
U.S. Postage
PAID
Monterey, CA
Permit No. 338
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AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIETY - MONTEREY BAY CHAPTER
Monthly meeting at HOPKINS MARINE STATION, Lecture Hall, Boatworks Building
(Across from the American Tin Cannery Outlet Stores)
Date: Thursday. Sept 26. 2002
Time: 7:30 p.m.
(Please join us
at 7:00 for refreshments.)
Speaker: Jerry Loomis, President
of ACSMB and retired Marine
Ranger at Point Lobos State
Reserve.
Title: Tile Friendly Gray \\-Daies
of San I&Dacio LaKoon
To v~it the gray whales in their breeding!
calving grounds is one of the world's
greatest wildlife experiences. Formerly
reached by a long cruise south from San
Diego in a live-aboard fishing vessel, it
can now be attained via a short flight and
drive combination.
The mother/calfpairs in late February and
March venture down to the lagoon entrance
from its inner recesses. Here, prior to
departure for Alaska, the calves strengthen
their endurance, interact with other similar
pairs and, best of all, allow their curiosity to
bring them alongside and, literally, within
reach of visitors in small boats (pangas).
Jerry, who has now done several trips as
naturalist for Baja Expeditions..
Be is well known for his natural
history talks and exciting photography.
Jerry's presentation will transport the
audience to the
(continued on other side of this page) ,f.:r. w. "'.:IR~ tvfAl<ft'lE 'STAlfdN OSRAltV
American Cetacean Society
Monterey Bay Chapter
P.O.BoxHE
Pacific Grove CA 93950
www.starJ'Sites.oomlacsmb/
The video announced
for this month's
AC S program
has been postponed.
Please see inside.
Hopkins Marine Station Library
Ocean View Blvd.
Pacific Grove, CA 93950
Nonprofit
Organization
U.S. Postage
PAID
Monterey. CA
Permit No. 338
Continued from other side
Jerry Loomis: The Friendly Whales
of San Ignacio Lagoon
comfortable tented camp environment with
its daily routine ofwhale watching and
touching encounters, mangrove explorations
(marvelous water birds) or desert walks.
"The campsite on the shore of the whale
crowded waterway is wonderful, with
beach combing, and great food awaits
you on return." Night provides a totally
darkened sky filled with a myriad of stars.
Please join Jeny as he revisits and shares
his joy in this beautiful environmentally
rich area.
Change of program:
We regret very much that we must postpone
until a later date ( not too distant, we hope) the
presentation ofthe video "Secret Killers of
Monterey Bay." Since it has not been
released yet in this country, National Geo-
graphic Society has decided not to allow it to
be shown until negotiations are settled for
its release to a television network. We want
to thank photographers Paul and Grace Atkins,
producer AnneMarie Hammers, subjects Nancy
Black and Richard Temullo for last-ditch
efforts to get the approval for us to show the
video. Watch for it later. It's worth waiting for.
CPatrick M. Rose, Save the Manatee Club
rJunding-s
American Cetacean Society -- Monterey Bay Chapter October 2002
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AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIETY - MONTEREY BAY CHAPTER
Monthly meeting at HOPKINS MARINE STATION, Lecture Hall, Boatworks Building
(Across from the American Tin Cannery Outlet Stores)
Date: Thursday, October 24th 2002
(note change of date due to Halloween)
Time: 7:30 p.m.
Please join us for refreshments at 7:00.
Speaker: Mark Clementz, Earth Sciences,
University of California at Santa Cruz
Title: Sea Cows and Seagrasses:
how methods recently developed by
scientists can help us understand present
and prehistoric feeding habits and what
they tell us about the environment of those times.
In modem ecosystems, sirenians (i.e. manatees and dugongs) are the dominant large-bodied
consumers ofseagrasses in coastal communities. This association has been presumed to extend into
the past, and occurrences of sirenian remains in deposits have been interpreted as evidence of the
presence ofseagrasses in ancient marine ecosystems, thus helping scientists get a better picture of
marine life at that time.
The diet of sirenians is reflected in the composition of the tooth enamel. By checking the carbon
isotopes within the teeth ofboth modem and early sirenians it is possible to determine which
aquatic vegetation types were consumed as different plants carry different levels ofthis isotope.
Like a marine detective story it is possible to use the clues from this procedure to tease out answers
to not just the food habits ofearly sirenians but to also give an overview of the marine plants which
were flourishing in earlier times and from that a sense ofwhat the marine ecosystem could have
been like during Eocene times. Another interesting part of this study is that the Steller's Sea Cow
formerly occurred in Monterey Bay.
This is a very interesting story ofhow modem science, using new and sophisticated methods, can
answer questions which have previously been an enigma.
ACSIMB helped support Mark's research with one ofour grants and we are delighted to now be
able to have him come and speak to us. Please join us.
ACS Monterey Bay Chapter website: www.s!DmJites.comlacsmbl
C.hapter Board, 2002
Jerry Loomis, PrcsideDt &:.
Special Evcms Chairperson
Loomis@mbay.net
Carol Maebr, Vice president
carol&:.kcn@uetpipc.com
Billie Foreman, Treasurer
Bforeman@nctpipe.com
Jon Hubbard, Recording Sec:retaJy &:.
Past President
aiko_99@hotmail.com
David ZadJes, Publicity Chair
davidzad1es@earthlinet
Sally Eastham, Membership Secretary
&:. NcwsleUt:r Mailing
Seastham@moDter.k12.ca.us
Alan Baldridge, Program Chair
baldridgc@redshcom
Newsletter Editor, vacant
Barbara Oliver, Newsletter MailiDg
bordh@aoLcom
Scientific Adyisory Committee
Calendar of upcoming local events:
October 24 - Regular monthly meeting ofACS - Monterey Bay Chapter at
the boat works, Hopkins Marine Station. Note that the meeting this month is
one week early to since Halloween falls on our traditional last Thursday of
the month meeting time
Noyember I - Seminar- Title to be announced - Dr. Steve Palumbi, now of
Hopkins Marine Station at Seminar Room, Moss Landing Marine Labs,
4:00pm
November 17-20 - Defenders ofWildlife is pleased to present Carnivores
2002 - From the Mountains to the Sea: A Conference on Carnivore Biology
and Conservation, at the Monterey Conference Center 1DoubleTree Hotel in
Monterey, California. Early registration before October
14th: member/Student $175; Non-member $200 October 15 to November 8
MemberlStudent $190; Non-member $215 One day $851$95. For more
information - www.defenders.orglcarnivores2002; e-
mail:carnivores2002@defenders.org. telephone 202-789-2844, ext. 315
December 5 - November-December meeting ofACS - Monterey Bay
Chapter - topic to be announced
Alan Baldridge
Tom Kicckbcfer
JoGucrrcro
Esta Lee Albright
Jud Vandervere
Jerry Loomis
Libby Qsncs·Erie
March. 2003 - The 2003 Sanctuary Currents Symposium will be held at
CSU Monterey Bay on Saturday, March 15,2003. Please mark your calendars!
This list was compiled by Jon Hubbard. Thanks, Jon!
ACS MOIllCRy Bay Chapter
www,stamites·cgmIacsmbI
Wcbmaster: Evelyn Starr
American Cetacean Society
Monterey Bay Chapter
P.O. Box HE
Pacific Grove CA 93950 The cover photograph ofa manatee is from the web site of~
the Manatee and is by Patrick M. Rose. Specifically, it is from the
ADOPT-A-MANATEE program. See more at
http://www.savethemanatee.org
and learn how you can adopt a manatee or "give" manatees to your
relatives for Christmas, which includes a photo, certificate and
quarterly newsletter. Funds support manatee research,
rehabilitation, and provide education and public awareness
programs.
Monterey Bay Whale Watch Marine Mammal Sightings Map 8/1-8/31/2002
Monterey Bay Whale Watch
Map of Marin,e Mammal Sightings in the
Monterey Bay Region
August 1-31,2002
compiled by Richard Temullo
Note: Gray whales are not plotted on the chart. Numerous California Sea Lions, Harbor
Seals, and Southern Sea Otters are seen on all trips, and are not plotted on the chart.
•Copyright iC 2002 R. Temullo. No use of the sightings infonnation is permitted wilhout prior
appro\'a1. .
~~::rw:~ by D. Davi. G. Fisher, N. Lemon. Monlerey Bay Whale Watch, H. Neece. and
Note -In additi~n to sightings on Monterey Bay Whale Watch trips, this list includes
aU. reported manne mammal sightings for this region. Unusual sightings of other marine
amm&;1s such as Leatherback Sea Turtles and Basking Sharks are also listed. California
Sea L~ons. ~arbor SeaI~, and Southern Sea Otters, which are seen on all whale
watchmg lops. are not lDcluded in the list.
8112 19 Humpback Whales
1 BlueWbaIe
200 PacifIC White Sided Dolphins
1000 Risso's Dolphins
8111 22 Humpback Wbales
2 Blue Whales
S Minke Whales
SOO P'dcific White Sided Dolphins
1000 Risso's Dolphins
10 Nonhem Right Whale Dolphins
I Northem Eepbant Seal
SIlO 4 Humpback Whales
12 Blue Whales
I Minke Whale
150 PacifIC White Sided Dolphins
SOO Risso's Dolphins
40 Nonhem Right Whale Dolphins
819 12 Blue Whales
1 Minke Whale
100 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
500 Risso:S Dolphins
200 Nonbem Right Whale Dolphins
22 Harbor Porpoise
S/8 12 BlueWbales
I Minke Whale
6 Baird's Beaked Whales
500 Risso's Dolphins
4 DalI's Porpoise
6 HaJbor Porpoise
sn 5 Humpback Whales
12 Blue Whales
1000 PacifIC White Sided Dolphins
7SO Risso's Dolphins
--
8/6 3 Humpback Whales
2 Blue Whales
S Killer Whales
I MinkeWbale
5 PacifIC White Sided Dolphins
lII5 6 Humpback Whales
8 BlueWbales
200 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
300 Risso's Dolphins
40 Northern Right Whale Dolphins
8/4 6 Humpback Whales
12 BlueWbales
200 PacifIC White Sided Dolphins
sao Risso's Dolphins
40 Northern Right Whale DolpbiDs
8/3 8 Humpback Whales
2 Blue Whales
SOO PacifIC While Sided Dolphins
500 Nonhero Right Whale Dolphins
8tl 20 Humpback WbaIes
2 Blue Whales
2 KiUer Whales
300 Pacific While Sided DolpbiDs
18 Dall's Porpoise
8/1 13 Humpback Whales
250 PacifIC White Sided Dolphins
35 Dall's Porpoise
8/21 6 Humpback Whales
8 Blue Whales
70 Paciftc White Sided Dolphins
SO Risso's Dolphins
81Z0 12 Humpback Whales
6 BlueWbales
300 PacifIC White Sided Dolphins
700 Risso's Dolphins
1000 Nonhem Right Whale Dolphins
8/19 6 Humpback Whales
6 Blue Whales
300 Pacific While Sided Dolphins
8 DaU's Porpoise
8/18 4 Humpback WbaIcs
11 BlueWbales
100 PacifIC White Sided Dolphins
300 Risso's Dolphins
I Nonhem Fur Seal
8117 S Humpback Whales
15 BIueWbaIes
180 Pacific While Sided Dolphins
600 Risso's Dolphins
8 Da1I's Porpoise
2 Harbor Porpoise
8/16 II Humpback Wbalcs
14 Blue Whales
5 DaU's Porpoise
3 Harbor Porpoise
I Nonhem ElepbaDl Seal
1 Nonhero Fur Seal
8115 10 Humpback Whales
14 Blue Whales
I Minke Whale
200 PacifIC White Sided Dolphins
300 Risso's Dolphins
8 DaU's Porpoise
8/14 20 Humpback WbaIes
11 BhtcWhales
2S Risso's Dolphins
2 DatI's Porpoise
8/13 20 Humpback WbaIes
5 Blue Whales
100 PacifIC White Sided Dolpbins
ISO Risso's Dolphins
Monterey Bay Whale Watch
List of Marine Mammal Sightings
in the Monterey Bay Region
August 1-31,2001
mmpiled by Richard Temullo
Dale II Type or Animal(s)
8131 8 Humpback Whales
14 Blue Wbales
750 Pacific White Sided DolpbiDs
800 Long Beaked Common DolpbiDs
20 SlIon Beaked Common DolpbiDs
1100 Risso's Dolphins
1000 Northern Right Whale Dolphins
8130 4 Humpback Whales
S Blue Whales
22 Killer Wbales
SOO Pacific White Sided Dolphins
7S Long Beaked Common Dolphins
6S0 Risso's Dolphins
I Nonhem Elepban1 Seal
8/29 6 Blue Whales
60 Risso's DoJpbiDs
30 Norlhem Right Whale Dolphins
1 Nonhem Elepban1 Seal
8128 4 Humpback Whales
7 Blue Whales
500 Risso's DoIpbiDs
SOO Nonhero Right Whale DolpbiDs
8/27 8 Blue Whales
150 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
300 Risso's Dolphins
600 Nonhem Right Whale DolpbiDs
8/16 3 Humpback Wbales
3 Blue Whales
300 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
300 Risso's DolpbiDs
20 NonJtem Right Whale Dolphins
8115 7 Humpback Whales
9 Bluc'Whales
3 Killer Whales
260 Pacific White Sided Dolphins
10 Long Beaked Common Dolphins
S75 Risso's DolpbiDs
S60 Nonhero Right Whale DolpbiDs
S Bottlenose DolpbiDs
6 Dall's Porpoise
8/24 26 Humpback Whales
13 Blue Whales
SOO PacifIC White Sided Dolphins
1200 Risso's Dolphins
ROO Nonhem RighI Whale Dolphins
8/23 IS Humpback Whales
12 Blue Whales
SOO Pacific White Sided Dolphins
1000 Risso's DolpbiDs
1500 Northern Right Whale Dolphins
H E L P
Does Soundings look as if it's been sick?
Wasted away?
Just pining from lack of attention.
Soundings needs an editor or, at least, more contributors.
Jon Hubbard produced the calendar of events this month. Richard Temullo compiles the map
and list ofsightings each month. Alan and Sheila prepare the speaker announcement. Sallie
Eastham compiles and folds the pages. Barbara Oliver mails it. What can YOU do?
••• Write a page ofyour impressions ofour whale watch cruises or field trips.
••• Write a page reporting on an even~ such as the ACS participation in the Sanctuary birthday.
••• Write a page or two about your trip to view whales/marine life somewhere.
••• Find an interesting article on MARMAM Iistserv, or a newspaper or newsletter, find a few
background facts or clarification, and write it up as a news item that all can read.
••• Flex your talent and become a writer ofnatural history.
••• Sharel1eam the paste-up duties so that the master gets to Kinko's by the fifth of each month.
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AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIETY - MONTEREY BAY CHAPTER
Monthly meeting at HOPKINS MARINE STATION, Lecture Hall, Boatworks Building
(Across from the American Tin Cannery Outlet Stores)
Date: Thursday, December 5th, 2002
(Note change of date because of
Thanksgiving)
Time: 7:30 p.m.
Please join us at 7:00 for refreshments.
Speaker: Scott Benson,
National Marine Fisheries Service and Moss
Landing Marine Laboratories (MLML).
Title: Leatherback Sea Turtles: powerful swimmers, from Monterey Bay to Papua New Guinea?
The leatherback (Dennochelys coriacea) is the largest sea turtle, weighing up to 1300 lbs. These
animals are considered critically endangered due to the demise ofonce large populations
throughout the Pacific Ocean. Past and current threats include intentional harvesting ofeggs and
adults, and incidental bycatch in fisheries throughout the Pacific Ocean. The leatherback turtle has
the most extensive range of any living reptile, perfonning long migrations between low latitude
nesting areas and high latitude foraging grounds, where they consume large quantities of gelatinous
prey, such as jellyfish. They are the most commonly seen sea turtle offcentral California including
Monterey Bay. This is a region that is strongly influenced by coastal upwelling during
earlysummer. When this phenomenon diminishes at the end of summer, sea surface temperatures
along the coast may rise markedly bringing an abundance ofjellies close to our shores and
influencing the abundance and distribution of leatherbacks.
Our speaker heads up current research involving aerial surveys to assess the turtles' abundance and
distribution offCalifornia. His group is also attaching satellite tags to individuals captured in
Monterey Bay and also in Papua New Guinea to document diving behavior and migration pathways
between these widely separated areas. Scott received his Master's Degree from MLML on baleen
whales and krill in Monterey Bay and was a recipient ofone of our research grants.
Please join us to learn more about one species of these fascinating
creatures about which much is stiJI unknown.
ACS Monterey Bay Chapter website: www.starrsites.comlacsmbl
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Chapter Board. 2002
Jeny Loomis. PreSident &.
Special Events Chairperson
Loomis@mb~:net
- ...
carol Maehr,Vicepresiden1
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Hello Memben,
Wow! I can't believe that another year bas passed us by.
It doesn't seem fair, but sucb is life. So I thought that I would try to
touch on some of the things that ACS has done this quick year.
When I started this Presidency I bad tbree goals in mind.
1. To increase attendance at tbe monthly meetings.
2. To increase our membenhip.
3. To increase our exposure in tbe community.
So far, I'm sure we have more folks coming to the monthly meetings.
And, I believe tbat our membenbip bas increased. But, we are still
working on #3. and we will make it bappen.
We did pull off two Whale Watcbing trips and a combination Birds and
Whales trip to the Farallone Islands. Proudly, I must say, we had a
fantastic turn out for tbe Fint Annual BBQ at Indian Village in Pebble
Beacb wbere many old friends broke bread and shared a wonderful
evening togetber•
After a Cbapter Board meeting a montb ago it was decided, that for next
year, we would suspend Whale Watching locally. Thereby, going for a
long range trip. This possibly would be to the Davidson Sea Mount
wbere we could see Sperm, Fin, Humpback and Blue Wbales, as well as
a rare display of sea birds. We will also have our second annual BBQ in
July and celebrate Alan Baldridge's "70" year birthday party that same
day. So stay tuned.
Respectfully,
Jerry Loomis
President, Monterey Chapter of tbe American Cetacean Society
CALENDAR
American·Cet~ Society
H Monterey BayCbapter
P.O. Box HE
Pacific Grove CA 93950
November 17-20: Defenders of Wildlife is pleased to present Carnivores
2002 - From the Mountains to the Sea: A Conference on Carnivore Biology
and Conservation, at the Monterey Conference Center I DoubleTree Hotel in
Monterey, California. Early registration before October 14th:
member/Student $175; Non-member $200 October 15 to November 8
Member/Student $190; Non-member $215 One day $85/$95. For more
information - www.defenders.orglcamivores2002;
email:carnivores2002@defenders.org. telephone 202-789-2844. ext. 315
March, 2003: The 2003 Sanctuary Currents Symposium will be held at CSU Monterey Bay on Saturday, March
15,2003. Please mark your calendars! Prepared by Jon Hubbard
Specific
on Species
in this
Issue
Leatherback
Sea
Turtle
Photo from
Soon Benson.
***
Staff ofMoss
Landing
Marine Lab
successfully
tag a leatherback
sea turtle on board
the research
vessel "Sheila B."
which was named
for longtime MLML
librarian Sheila
Baldridge.
The leatherback sea turtle (Dermochelys coriacea) is the largest sea turtle, weighing up
to 1300 lbs. Leatherbacks are considered critically endangered due to the demise of once
large populations throughout the Pacific Ocean. Past and current threats include
intentional harvesting ofeggs and adults, and incidental bycatch in fisheries throughout
the Pacific Ocean. The leatherback turtle has the most extensive range of any living
reptile. performing long migrations between low latitude nesting areas and high latitude
foraging grounds, where they consume large quantities of gelatinous prey, such as
jellyfish. Leatherbacks are the most commonly seen sea turtle ofT central California. a
region that is strongly influenced by coastal upwelling during early summer. When
upwelling diminishes at the end of summer, sea surface temperatures along the coast may
rise markedly. The frequency, duration, and relaxation of upwelling-favorable winds can
influence food web development, and may influence the abundance and distribution of
leatherback sea turtles and their prey in these waters. Current research involves aerial
surveys to assess leatherback abundance and distribution ofT California, and the
attachment of satellite tags to individuals captured in Monterey Bay and in Papua New
Guinea to document migration pathways and diving behavior. -Scott Benson~
Humpbacks and Sea Snakes: Niue Island Treasures
By Dotty Weisheit
When we dream of a South Pacific Island, what images appear? Vast expanses of
sparkly white sandy beaches, palm trees, coconuts and soft breezes and wonderful,
warm people.
All of the above fit Niue Island except the sandy beaches. There was very little sand.
Most of the beautiful beaches were coral and limestone. It was Paradise on earthl
While the five divers in our group (out of twelve) were first to see the humpback whale,
the rest of the group had the wonderful experience just prior to our leaving the island.
(Note: see "Specifics on Species," this issue)
Niue, the largest atoll in the world, is known as the uRock of Polynesia.D Composed of
limestone, it rises 200 feet above the sea. The shorelines are rugged and steep: we
could not hear the roar of the ocean from our rooms. Rustling palm fronds lulled us to
sleep. Every morning around 4 a.m. we were awakened by roosters crowing at the tops
of their lungsl
The population of Niueans is around 1,700, and these friendly souls made us feel
welcome everywhere we went. They are a proud people, steeped in strong religious
beliefs and are well educated. Churches of all denominations were in every village.
Tourism is one of their largest sources of income. We enjoyed meeting some of the
uyachties,• who come to the island to buy supplies and use the internet to keep in touch
with their worlds.
We explored caves, complete with stalagmites and stalagmites, pools and huge
caverns. Whale Cave could be entered either underwater or by snorkeling. Its narrow
opening allowed entrance by one person at a time. Its cavernous limestone walls jutted
toward the brilliant blue sky. Looking down into the azure water as we snorkeled out
was like a dream; eerily quiet, surreal and magical.
Miss, our local barefoot guide, took us on a three-hour trek through -his· forest. He
carried a backpack that may have weighed two hundred poundsI At our first stop, he
whipped out a machete from his scabbard and proceeded to cut fresh papaya, which he
served to each of us with a small piece of lime.
At another stop, he whacked opened and gave each of us a fresh young coconut. .
Miss's pet roosters followed us through the forest, crowing all the way, waiting for that
luscious coconut meat! The real thrill was his pet coconut crab, about twelve inches
across, blue in color and very delicious when cooked.
From identifying plants and trees to building a sheller, Misa showed us how to survive
overnight in the wild, including making a fire by rubbing two sticks together.
Snorkeling either in lagoons or from the boat was an incredible experience. Brilliantly
colored local fishes like Blue Parrotfish, Groupers, Black Trevally and Wrasses,
Damselfish swam close to us.
A thrilling experience was swimming with deadly poisonous sea snakesI How
poisonous, you wonder? One drop of its venom can kill three adult humans! How
brave does one have to willingly get into the water with them. knowing that one of these
creatures could do you in?
Well, everyone else was doing it! There were no screaming headlines in the
newspapers or in TIME magazine. So why were we spared?
These curious, beautiful, small black/brown snakes with white bands swim with small
Butterflyfish. They were feeding and playing together. Often the snakes swim close to
your snorkel, sticking out its tongue as if to bite you. (Note: see "Specifics on Species,"
this issue)
These playful critters have no fangs. They are deadly only if ingested! Therefore, they
have no natural enemies! I learned this AFTER I RETURNED HOME.
The evening prior to our leaving there she wast The lovely mama humpback whale with
her baby, slept in the tranquil waters below our hotel. There was a spectacular sunset
that evening, only to be surpassed by that glorious sight of mama and baby asleep and
at peace with the world.
From brilliant red sunrises to staggeringly magnificent sunsets, Niue is one of the most
fascinating places I've ever visited.
Sea Snakes Excerpts from
http://www.cybereef.coml1ongfellows/pages/seasnake ISpecifics on Species in this Issue
The sea snake is a true air breathing reptile.
The sea snake can hold his breath for long periods while hunting and even sleeping on the reef,
but must eventually come to the surface for a quick breath of air. This behavior can scare the
devil out ofa curious diver as the snake will often swim directly at a hovering diver on the way
to the surface. They hunt fish, crustaceans and eels amongst the nooks and crannies of the reef.
Sea snakes are one of the most poisonous creatures on the reef with a venom similar to that of
the cobra. Fortunately, these fellows are not at all aggressive and I have never heard of a fatal
encounter with a diver. In addition to their mellow nature, they have short fangs unlikely to
penetrate even a tropical wet suit and seldom envenomate even with biting. There have been
deaths, cut these were usually fishermen encountering the snakes in their nets. They have poor
eyesight, but excellent chemical sensation and have the forked tongue.
Recent Readings About Doltlo't At.1I
Disturbing news about domoic acid in local waters was brought to us by ACS program
speaker F. Gulland of the Marine Mammal Center. Here is a sampling of recent
publications continuing concern about this poison in our midst.
Fact sheet from the Channel Islands National Marine Sanctuary, excerpts below via
http://www.cinms.nos.noaa.gov
WHERE DOES DOMOrC ACID COME FROM?
Domoic Acid is a nerve toxin produced by a naturally occurring Harmful Algal Bloom
(HAS), usually (but not always) of the genus Pseudonitzchia.
WHAT ARE HARMFUL ALGAL BLOOMS (HABs)?
Harmful Algae are microscopic, single-celled plants that live in the sea. HAas derive
their "harmful" stature because they produce extremely potent neum-poisons or
biotoxins. Most species of algae or phytopJankton are not harmful and serve as the
energy producers at the base of the food web, without which higher life on this planet
would not exist.
HOW DOES DOMOIC ACID ENTER THE MARINE FOOD WEB?
Phytoplankton are responsible for converting inorganic molecules into more complex
organic nutrients. In tum, these microscopic organisms provide food for the larger
organisms higher in the food web. such as fishes and mammals. In HABs, toxic
compounds can enter the food web and accumulate In fish and shellfish. In most cases,
fish and shellfish do not appear to be affected by these toxins, but organisms higher in
the food web, such as marine mammals and humans, can be made ill or even die.
WHAT ARE THE EFFECTS OF DOMOIC ACID?
Scientists now suspect that Damoic acid poisoning was the cause of a massive bird
poisoning in 1961, which resulted in gulls and shearwaters demonstrating frenzied,
intoxicated behavior in a northern California town. This real-life event was the inspiration
for the Alfred Hitchcock movie urhe Birds." Damoic acid toxicity was first recognized
during an outbreak of neurological symptoms among humans on Prince Edward Island
in Canada in 1987 following mussel consumption. Filter feeders like mussels and small
finfish such as sardines feed on the algae and concentrate the toxins. Domoic acid
poisoning is almost exclusively a problem for marine mammals and seabirds that feed
on sardines and anchovies that consume the algae.
ARE HUMANS AT RISK?
COHS has issued several warnings to consumers advising them to avoid all sport-
harvested species of bi-valve shellfish; oysters, mussels, scallops, and clams. The
quarantine area is in effect for the state's entire coast, inclUding bays and estuaries.
Close monitoring of local shellfish and local fish caught for human consumption is
needed to determine risk. Humans are usually unaffected by the toxin, though four
deaths occurred among people who ate shellfish in Canada.
Continued on next page
Local scientists contributed to research on domojc acid in whales' prey items.
Here is the abstract from the article in the journal Toxicon 40 (2002) 971-977. A copy of
the complete article was sent to Soundings editor, estalee@inreach.com
From sanddabs to blue whales: the pervasiveness of domoic acid
Kathi A. Lefebvre3 •• , Sibel Bargub, Tom KieckheferC:, Mary W. Silverb
'BIoIDgy /JqJtJnmenJ. Urdwnity ofCDlifomJD til Smt1D CTJ/Z (uesC). 5413 lWllfh« Plo« HE. SulIk. WA 9ll10S. USA
bac_ Scimces DeJIGnmmz. uesc. StznID Crv:. CA 9S064. USA
'PtICijic ~Gr1 Grollp. 32J9 Imjin 1lDad #122. MtuiNI. CA 9J9JJ. USA
Received 3 December 2001: revised 25 JlIIID8I)' 2002: aa:eptcd 4 flebnwy 2002
Abstract
Domoic acid (DA) is a potent food web transferred algal toxin that bas caused dramatic mortality events involving sea birds
lIIld sea lions. Although no confinned DA toxicity events have been reported in wbales. here we present data demonstrating Ihat
bumpback lIIld blue whales are exposed to the toxin and c:onswne DA contaminated prey. Whale fec:al samples were found to
contain DA atleveIs ranging &om 10 to W7 p.g DA g-I feces via HPLC-UV methods. SEM analysis ofwhale feces containiDg
DA. collected from bill-feeding whales. revealed the presence of diatom frustules identified as PselUlo-niluchia QllStTrJIis. a
known DA producer. Humpback wbales were observed feeding on ancbovies and sardines Ihat contained DA atleveJs rangiDg
from 7S to 444 p.g DA g-I viscera. DA conlaJDination of whale feces 8Dd fish oc:curred only during blooms of toxic:
Psau/o-ttiluchUJ. Additionally, sevenl novel 6sb species collected duriDg a toxic: diatom bloom were tested for DA. Fish
as diverse as benthic: sanddabs aDd pelagicalbacore were found to contain the neurotoxin, suggesting Ihat DA permeaaes benthic
as well as pelagic communities. C 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
Keyworrb: Domoi.c add; B11IC wbale (BaltwJoptera mwcullU); Humpback whale (M"opl,ra 1IDVtWUI,liu); Toxic diaIom (Psewlo-nitDcJ1J4
GIUIlIlls); H8nafIaI algal bloalD; TIophic transfer, ADcbovy; SardiDe; Sanddab: Mackerel: Albacore; Smelt
Domoi&; Acid Fad Sheet cont.
Domoi&; Acid Readings contigued neJt page
WHY IS THIS OUTBREAK HAPPENING?
It is generally accepted that the Incidence of problems associated with toxic ~Igae is
increasing. Possibfe reasons to explain this expansion include natural mechanisms of
species dispersal (currents and tides) to a host of human-related phenomena such as
nutrient enrichment (agricultural run-off), climatic shifts, or transport of algal species via
ship ballast water.
CAN THE OUTBREAK BE CONTROLLED?
Unfortunately, currents carry the algae in different diredions. Greg Langlois, biologist
with CDHS Marine Biotoxin Program stated, "This toxic bloom has reached shore at
various locations from Monterey Bay to Ventura - and produced very high toxin levels. It
is our hope that oceanic conditions will shift and push it farther out to sea, or that it will
run out of steam in the next few weeks, before reaching shore farther south"
ACS conference student poster winner. Here is the abstract from this poster as
forwarded by the listserv MARMAM. 10/28/02.
First Place:
Common Dolphin (Delphinus sp.) Unusual Mortality Event of 2002
Michelle Berman and Krista Fahy
Department of Vertebrate Zoology
Santa Barbara Museum of Natural History
Santa Barbara, CA
Specifics on Species in this IssueExcerpt from Monterey Bay Whale Watch
web site: http://www.gowhales.com
Common Dolp~ins have recently been divided into two species based on morphological features.
These two species do not appear to mix and occur in separate schools.
Common Dolphins
Between February and May 2002, the Vertebrate Zoology Department at the Santa Barbara
Museum ofNatural History responded to 31 Common dolphin (Delphinus sp.) strandings. This event
was deemed an unusual mortality event and responders were requested to collect critical data to
detennine cause ofdeath. Data collection consisted of morphometrics for all animals and a field or
laboratory necropsy depending on the level ofdecomposition. Field necropsies consisted ofstomach,
urine and fecal collection while laboratory necropsies included a comprehensive collection of weight
and samples ofall organs. Ofthese stranded dolphins, 8]% were males (n=25). The suspected cause of
death based on behavioral indications (i.e. dolphins seizuring on the beach) appeared to be domoic acid
toxicity due to ingestion of affected prey. All of the specimens analyzed from 16 dolphins indicated a
presence ofthis biotoxin. The content of 17 stomachs was analyzed revealing a variety ofprey items
including anchovy, hake, sanddab, smelt, shiner, perch, rockfish, white croaker, squid and octopus. Two
ofthe stomachs were empty. Five serum samples were analyzed-for cetacean morbillivirus titers and all
tested positive for these antibodies. Complete histopathological analysis has been completed on 4
dolphins and several pathological anomalies were present. This pathology is commonly seen in other
stranded cetaceans and deemed "clinically insignificant". This is the first documented domoic acid
related mortality event for common dolphins. A total of 96 cetaceans reportedly died during this period
although some results are still pending. Mortality events such as this allow researchers a unique
opportunity to examine the life history ofa relatively select ulation and the data collected will
provide detailed insight into common dolphin biology.
Common Dolphins are a spectacular sight as both species typically are found in schools of500
to over 2,000 individuals. Within these schools are subgroups of mother/calf pairs. adult males,
females without calves, and juveniles. Calves are born year-round so we frequently see newborn
calves within these schools. These schools are easily sighted from a distance as they are tightly
grouped, causing considerable disturbance in the water, and are often associated with large
numbers ofseabirds. The seabirds take advantage of the dolphins' ability to herd fish toward the
surface where the birds then capture many fish escaping from the dolphins.
Both species of Common Dolphins are normally seen further to the south off the Channel
Islands and south to Baja California. '
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Southern Hemisphere Humpback Whales
Drawing and excerpts from museum pamphlet at
http://www.gmuseum.gld.gov.au And excerpts
from Encyclopedia of Marine Mammals Academic
Press. 2002.
ISpecifics on Species in this Issue
Humpback whales are typically found in coastal or shelf waters in summer and close to
islands or reef systems in winter. In the Southern Hemisphere, humpbacks feed in
circumpolar waters around the Antarctic and migrate to relatively discrete breeding
grounds in tropical waters to the north. ["Niue is 2 hours southeast of Tonga by small
plane." 0 Weisheit] Six populations.... are recognized by the International Whaling
Commission in the Southern Hemisphere, but some movement between these areas is
very likely. Humpback whales of the southern hemisphere tend to have more white
pigmentation in their bodies than their northern hemisphere counterparts. Colouration is
basically black dorsally and white ventrally. The extent of the black pigmentation varies
between the southern hemisphere stocks, with those from the Atlantic being more
heavily pigmented than whales from the Pacific. Occasionally completely black
individuals are seen in eastern Australian waters, and an all-white (probably albino)
individual has also been a regular visitor here [Australia] in recent years.
*+*+*+*+*+*+*+
TRIP INFORMATION:
HUMPBACK WHALES OF THE SILVER BANKS
There are places still available on the trip to the
Silver Banks north of the Dominican Republic,
the breeding grounds of the North Atlantic
Humpback Whales, and one of the few places in
the world where people may watch whales while
swimming above them. Dates are March 7 to
15th. 2003.
*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+
*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*
Although Jerry Loomis has found it to be
impossible to escort the group to swim with the
whales on the Silver Banks, Billie Foreman, an
experienced tour escort and ACS Monterey Bay
board member, will take the group as planned.
Please call or e-mail her for the flier and other
information. She may be reached by phone at
831-625-3135 or 831-624-3460. She may also
be reached bye-mail at
bforeman@netDlpe.com.
*+*+*+*+*+*+*+*+
This logo for ORES, Foundation for Marine Environment Research, describe. pretty well the opportunities below
for contributing to the world'. knowledge. The Ustserv MARl\IlAM bring. news of conservation issues, research,
and 8Omet1m8B some refreshingly unusual experiences and requesta.
From ORES, Center for Coastal Field
Studies http:www.ores.org
We are studying minke whales in the St.
Lawrence Estuary in Eastern Canada.
Surface feeding minke whales lunge way
out of the water exposing a great part of .
their body. Since 2000 we observed feedmg
and engulfing techniques not known until then.
Due to the lack of purging water during such
a so-called chin-up blow, we can see the
head of the whale as well as its eye.
Photographs taken have shown a long line
(probably up to 1 foot long) between the eye
and the pectoral fin. .
I know 7 individual minke whales Wlth
the same mark. At one of them I've seen it
on both sides.
One of them is ajuvenile, the others are
adults some ofthem known since almost ten
years.
At least one whale carries it for at least
two seasons.
My questions:
1. Does anybody have an idea, what this
could be?
2. Does anybody who has found a stranded
minke whale has noticed such a line
on a minke's jaw? Ifyes, do any photographs
exist?
3. Does anybody know about such a mark on
other whale species?
4. Does anybody have noticed such a line on
other areas of whales?
And in future: Can you keep that in mind if
you come across a stranded minke
whale? And, could you take photographs
from this specific area ofa mink~'s
head (also in absence of such a hne) or of
such a line elsewhere on the body?
Thank you very much for taking your time.
Any comments, information an~ even
questions are very much appreciated.
Greetings et.cetera...Ursula Tscherter *+*
CALLFORFffiLDSTORffiS
ATTENTION FISHERffiS AND WILDLIFE
BIOLOGISTS:
My name is Jennifer Bovee, and I a~
compiling an unprecedented collectIOn of
short stories by fellow fish and wildlife
biologists. The book is called The Back
Road To Crazy: Stories From The Field.
As anyone who has spent time in the field
knows, our profession offers challeng~s and
experiences that are unparal.leled. We Ie
fortunate to have a true mission in the
conservation of natural resources - it is our
life's work - and the rewards of our efforts
often far exceed the sum ofa season's
paychecks. From hidden comers ofAmerica
to distant reaches of the globe, we gladly
trade the comforts of more sheltered careers
for physical labor, whims of weather, and,
above all wilderness. In the course of such
unique w~rk, we end. up ~onecting stories.
like cockleburs, and It's time that our stones
were told.
The themes in The Back Road To Crazy are
sure to be as diverse as the species we study.
Any subject will be co~idered, including:
wildlife encounters, sohtude, dangerous
duties, perseverance, learning the ropes,
coworkers, imperiled ecosystems, hope,
successes or mishaps, romance, pesky .
parasites and poisonous plants, field ethICS,
amazing places, grief, bum-out, humor,
wild weather homesickness, and so on. Let's
talk about th~ tools and techniques of our
trade (but try not to get too technical for a
general readership). Your story m~y
examine one memorable moment m the
field, or it may span a lifetime. Biologists,
technicians, interns, volunteers, and students
are encouraged to submit: .
(Note: Jennifer Bovee wntes she IS a ~eld
biologist now living in Missouri, ema.lI at
Fieldstories@aol.com. Ifyou would hke ~o.
read the complete email excerpted here, It IS
available from estalee@ inreach.com *+*
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